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A bill in the Minnesota
Legislature House Higher
Education Committee
proposes tuition cut.
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Running wild
SCS trackster Ryan Przyt)illa
runs BOO-meters in 1:53. 79,
provisionally qualifying him
lbr indoor nationals. Page 9

St. Cloud State University
St. Cloud, Minn. 56301
Voh.fffle 73, Number 39

Proposal addr~sses .employment red_
uctions
by Lisa Atkinson
Assistant managing editor

SCS administration and
various campus groups hi ve
begun preliminary discussions
about proposed budget cuts.
Administration has gone
through
series
of

assumptions
concerning
financial projections for the
coming
years
at
SCS.
Although enrollment is a
primary concern, it is not the
only one, said Gene Gilchrist,
vice
president
for

administrative affairs.
The problem has been
defined, and about $3.5 million
in cuts will be made in I 99697. $3.7 million in cuts were
originally set to be made in
1997-98, Gilchrist saici; cuts in
1997-98 will instead total
about $2.7 million because the
$1 million in cuts in the
instructional program will not
be restored in I 997-98 as
originally planned, he said.
A budget proposal has been
distributed
to
Student
Government
and
various

bargaining
units
for
discussion, Gilchrist said. The
proposal will be discussed at a
campus-wide meeting at 2 p.m.
Wednesday in Kimberly A.
Ritsche Auditorium, he added.
Several
aspects
are
addressed in · the budget
proposal. Forty of the '.),200
full-time positions will be cut
next year, Gilchrist said. About
30 positions will be vacated
due to attrition, which is
people leaving their jobs to
retire, job changes .or expiring
contracts. The remaining JO

positions will be vaq1.ted for
other reasons, such as early
retirement, Gilchrist said.
According
to
Dorothy
Simpson, vice president for
university relations, mdst of
the cuts in full-time work force
will occur by the start of the
next academic year.
' "There will be some actual
reductions in force - some
peopl~ that might have
expected
to
continue
employment
but
won't,"
Simpson said. Their contracts
Will not be renewed, but it is

not definite which employees
will be directly affected, she
said.
" It is unclear at this point
exactly how many positions
will become vacant and be
refilled as a result of turnover
and early retirement, but we
will dO everything we can to
manage in that way," Gilchrist
said.

See Budget/Page 16

Police arrest former
students in drug bust

Meet the mayor

by Michael R. Koehler

Editor

Julia Peterson/Staff photographer
Minneapolis Mayor Sharon Sayles-Benton speaks for Non-Violent
Alternatives' Week on Violence Wednesday in the Atwood Memorial Center
South Voyageurs Room. See Page 2 for story.

Three fonner SCS students were
arrested for alleged felony possessiop
of a controlled substance at a local
hotel last week.
On Jan. 23, officers of the Central
Minnesota Narcotics Task Force
received information about alleged
narcotics trafficking at a local hotel.
Further investigation by members of
the task force resulted in a search
warrant for •two rooms of the hotel,
according to a St. Cloud Police
' Department incident report.
Officers from the Steams, Benton
and Sherburne County Sheriffs'
Departments and the St. Cloud Police
Department comprise the Central
Minnesota Narcotics Task Force.
Adrian Fernando Contreras, 20;
Jose Antonio Fernandez, 18; Marcelo
Hernandez Jr., 21; Jei:emy Michael
Mendoza, 19; Berrika Eliz3beth
Wooley, 20; and a juvenile female
were arrested as the warrant was
executed by a special emergency
response team without incident.
Contreras, Mendoza and Wooley
arc former SCS students who

recently
withdrew
from
the
university. Contreras was last
registered winter qu~rter 1995.
Mendoza was last registered fall
quarter 1995. Wooley was last
registered summer I 995. This
information was obtained for the SCS
Office of Records and Registration.
Capt. Len Smallwood, St. Cloud
police information officer, said about
one-quarter pound of marijuana was
confiscated at the scene of the arrest.
The street value of the marijuana was
estimated at $800, he said.
Sgt. David LaBeaux, St. Cloud
police, said drug trafficking in· local
hotels and motels is a problem - one
they are working to resolve.
"It's an ongoing endeavor," he
said. "What we are doing is trying to
educate hotel/motel personnel what
to be aware of, the indications of
trafficking and the sale and purchase
of controlled substances."
The various agencie~ involved in
investigating the trafficking of
controlled substances at local hotels
and motels have had a good working
relationship with them, LaBeaux
said.

SGS search for new athletic director continues
by Frank Rajkowski
News editor
The choice has narrowed to three in the search for
an athletic director to oversee the newly-merged
men's and women's athletic departments at SCS.
The decision to merge the departments was made
last fall and is to take place on July l. The search
committee has been reviewing applications for the
past five weeks and artnounced their finalists on
Monday. They are: Morris Kurtz, the men's athletic
director at SCS; Judith Davidson, the interim senior
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associate director of athletics at the University of just for some of the athletic programs, but .for all of
Minnesota; and Jane Betts, the senior associate them." Bird said. "We want someope who Will work
director of athletics who is currently o_n lea_ve so tha~we /with th~ coa~hing staffs an~ someone who is
she may fulfill her duties as the executive director for
od at workmg with the commumty. Somebody who
the National Association of Women's Athleti
is able to work on issues of gender equity and so on."
Administrators.
/
The three finalists were chosen because of their
Lee Bird, assistant vice president for student life educational backgrounds and extensive experience in
and development, chairs the search committee and the field, Bird said.
said the group had 15 completed applications. She
said there is a definite criteria that whoever gets the
See Director/Page 17
job will have to fit.
"We are looking at the ability to do fundraising, not
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Minneapolis mayor tackles violence
by Jessica Foster
Business editor

by Frank Rajkowski
News editor

Minneapolis mayor Sharon
Sayles-Belton spoke as part of
Non-Violent
Alternatives'
Week on Violence Wednesday
in Atwood Memorial Center's
South Voyageur Room.
As mayor of the biggest city
in Minnesota, Sayles-Belton
has tackled some tough issues
in her tenure. " 1995 was a
difficult year for the city of
Minneapolis as far as violence,
but it is not a problem isolated
to our community," she said.
"We need to think about
what we are doing and not
doi ng as. far as violence is
concerned. Violence is one of
the great threats cities
experience.
"It is a large tool of
destruction. It is so hard for
government and cities to get
Julia Peterson/Staff photographer
their arms around._ The roots
Sharon Sayles-Belton, mayor of Minneapolis, speaks at a program promoting
are so deep," she said.
"Big things start small. If non-violence Wednesday afternoon in Atwood Memorial Center.
one or two of us decide to witnessed 200,000 acts of and perpetuate sexism. There more serious," she said.
make a statement of violence violence, including 18,000 are other ways things we
The roots of violence are
next week we will have six or · si mul ated murders, Sayles- support have impact on caused by a culture that
eight. It will continue to grow. Belton said.
violence."
permits violence, a · drug
Somebody at some point is
So-called
comediC
or
In
1995,
Minneapolis epidemic, availability of guns
going to realize we have a animated programs are not skyrocketed from an average of and · knives and neglect of
voice," she said.
exempt from the mayor's 40 murders per year to 97 children, she said. The best
One of the purveyors of scrutiny. "It's devastating when murders.
way to get beyond these
violence, Sayles-Belton said, is they find out something
"It didn' t happen overnight. barriers, she said, is through
media. "Even if we lock our happens: they bleed, then they The seeds of violence had been education and respectability.
doors and windows, the don' t smile or talk again. We sown many years ago. This is
'The bottom line is there is a
violence sneaks in. It sneaks in are promoting violence. I'm happening everywhere. We are whole lot of work that needs to
through .TV, radio and compact not say ing we need to ban fortunate we are having double be done. We have to be there
discs."
these things. I'm saying we digits, other places are having for people, give support and
A recent Nielsen survey need to think about these murders in the triple digits. We love. We have to . give people
reported children between the things," she said.
need to understand it has roots. the means to live respectably,''
ages of 6 to 11 yea"rs old watch
"Musk has a tremendous We've got to dig up these roots. • Sayles-Belton said .
26 hours of television per impact. It is one of the ways we If we don't do that the violence
week. By the age 18 they have express and promote violence . will continue to get more and

~------------------------------------------!

Speaker analy~es effects of hunger strike
Nicole VanOerGriff
Assistant news editor
Since the hunger strike last year, student
activism has again become an issue at SCS.
· ''The Hunger Strike as Non-Violent
Activism" was a program offered Wednesday
in Atwood Memorial Center's Little Theater.
The session was part of the Week on
Violence sponsored by Non-Violence
Alternatives, a student organization at SCS.
Speakers Soaring Hawk and Q~iahuit
demonstrated an incense burning to begin the
presentation. "We had an offering to our
ancestors," Quiahuit said. ''We then did a
second cleaning with an offering of the whole
theater and the people here."
Soaring HaWk is working on his doctorate
at the University of Minnesota. ''There is just
not enough people in higher education to
facilitate a higher way of thinking,'' he said.
"Part of a dialogue between students is that
there ·needs to be a point of reference," Soaring
Hawk said. "Yet, 1 think there is a perception
of white students that students of color are
here (at SCS) on a free ride.
••If you think back to that period (of the
hunger strike), it was hard," Soaring Hawk
said. "Part of our non-violent beliefs comes
from our indigenous beliefs."
Soaring Hawk expressed his feelings on the
importance of stepping out of oneself and
getting to know students of other races and
nationalities. He said it is important to think

Bill aims to
lower tuition

" The students were using their First Amendment
right. They had a constitutional right to speak.
With the hunger strike, we were trying to say that
we come to this campus and that we do not feel
welcome. This university, this place, is supposed
to be a place for the free exchange of ideas. "
- Soaring Hawk
University of Minnesota graduate st.udent
about how other people feel. Students could the administration felt about the hunger
1
understand this if they spent at least one day in · strike."
the shoes of a person of color, he said.
"The students were using their First
"We are all one people. This is an Amendment right. They had a constituJional
oversimplification. But it makes no sense if we right to speak. With the hunger strike, we were
arc Just here to get our paper. If this is true, we trying ~ say that we come to this campus and
should not call this a university,'' Soaring that we do not feel welcome. This university,
Hawk said. "As students, you need to be able this place, is supposed to be a place for the free
to reach out and cross the bridge."
exchange of ideas,'' Soaring Hawk said.
The administration clearly saw what was
The session was intended to ~pen students'
going on, Soaring Hawk said. The hunger minds and to rela)' the true meaning of the
strike demonstration was directed toward the hunger strike, he said.
"When it (the hunger strike) was over, I
admini stration and they were the first to
recognize the significance of the ~trike, he think that people did not want it to be over,"
said.
Soaring Hawk said. ''They wanted to keep it
"We have not had a lot of,. protests on going to keep the spirit alive. I think the spirit
campus lately. I do not know if the students on is still here and we need to bring it into the
campus had the sense of What this whole committees and raise these issues."
demonstration was all about,'' he said. "I wish
that more white students at the time saw how

Lower tuition is the goal of a
new bill being considered by the
Higher Education Committee in
the Minnesota State House of
Representatives. The bill, cosponsored
by
Rep.
Gene
Pelowski, DFL-Winona, and
Myron
Orfield,
DFLMinneapolis, would lower tuition
at the state's public hi gher
education institutions by using
$50 million from the state's
budget surplus of $850 million.
Orfield said the bill would
allow the state to invest the money
m~re wisely than ways proposed
by Gov. Arne Carlson .
"The Governor is . going to
spend $200 million of that surplus
in corporate tax cuts,'' Orfield
said. "We feel this is a better
economic investment."
According to the bill, $25
million would be appropriated for
tuition breaks at the University of
Minnesota and $25 million more
for tuition breaks in the
Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities system. The bill does
not stipulate the amount tuition is
to decrease.
Orfield and Pelowski were
featured
speakers
during
Wednesday's "Lobby Day" at the
state capitol in St. Paul sponsored
by the Minnesota State University
Student Association. Orfield said
student support for the bill , since
it was first proposed two weeks
ago, has been impressive and he
said the bill stands a good shot of
passing the House.
"I'd say the bill has an 80
percent chance of passing,"
Orfield said. ''The students arc
really getting mobilized behind
this."
A declining rate in the wages
for high school graduates means
people unable to attend college
arc being left behind even more
quickly in the fast pace of today 's
job market, he said .
"Wages for high school
graduates have been declining and
only 22 percent of the state has a
college education,'' Orfield said.
''The kids have no mciney and the
parents may be struggling. This
bill seems like one of the ways
government could do the most
unambiguous good ."
The bill must first clear the
Higher Education Committee
before it can be considered by the
Education Committee-as a whole.
From there it would go to the full
House for a vote and then on to
the Senate. If the bil.l is able to
clear those hurdles it will be sent
to Gov. Carlson who must sign ii
for the bill to become law.
Orfield said student support for
the bill could compel the
Governor to sigTl it, but only if
students arc vocal.
"(The bill's passage) all
depends on ho~ much of a ruckus
the studcllts can raise,'' Orfield
said. ''They're a huge base of
voters."
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Schedule listing contains
pyschology course error
The on-campus schedule incorrectly states that both
sections of Pyschology 216 are for major students only.
The schedu le should say that section 2 with W.
Kukuk is for non-major students. Permission is still
required to take the class.
For more information contact the Psychology
Department at 255--4157.
·

Chronicle captures
awards at conference
University Chronicle captured the most awards last
weekend in the 1994-95 College Better Newspaper
Contest sponsored by the Minnesota Newspaper
Association with 11 top finishes and an honorable
mention out of 21 categories.
In categories for the newspaper as a whole,
University Chronicle staff was awarded first place in
advertising, editorial page and use of photography,
and a second place in typography emd design.
Individual honors went to photo editor, Paul
Middlestaedt for best photographer's portfolio, best
feature photo, second in portrait photo and second in
photo story. Assistant photo editor Patrick Chrishnan
won first place for portrait and persol\ality photo,
Last year's editor, Kim Wimpsett, won first place in
the best advertisement category, and cUrrent sports
editor Kerry Collins, earned honorable .mention for
sports reporting.
This year's contest was judged by members of the
Nebraska Press Association.

Woman injures tailbone
in winter weather walk

Thieves target campus computers
removing the bolts from the
back of the computer. After the
chips were removed, the back
~everal
computers
on of the computer was then
campus are low on memory placed back on the machine
thanks to a thief, or group of and the bolts re-installed, ·
thieves, who decided to use making the thefts temporarily
to
the
user,
campus c9mputer labs for one- unknown
according
to
a memo
stop shopping.
The thief, or group of distributed by UniVersity
•
thieves,
struck
seve_ral Public Safety.
"The person knew exactly
computer labs · on campus,
plu'ndering computer memory what he was looking for," said
chips. The model of choice for Diane Schmitt, ACS manager
the memory bandits is IBM- of operations.
Schmitt
recommends
compat ible Digital brand
computers, said Randy, Kolb, departments with computer
director
of
Academic labs take the following
security precautions:
Computer Services.
O Keep lab doors locked
The memory chips that were
stolen are SIMM chips which when it is not open.
0 Sec ure the computers
provide the random access
ITlemory
(RAM)
of
a using security bolts.
0 Have someone in the lab
computer. The chips are
usually configured in four, at all time to watch over the
eight, 16 or 32 megabyte computers.
Security bolts are available
allotments of memory.
The incidents of theft from ACS free of charge to
involved the rempval of campus computer labs to limit
memory chips from within the access to the inside of the
machines. Access to the computers, Kolb said.
Mark Petrick, director of
memory chips was obtained by
by Michael R. Koehler
Editor

University Public Safety,
commented on th~ motive for'
the thefts.
"Obviously it is somebody
who know what they are
doing, and they're just
upgrading their melllory," he
said.
Kolb also speculated the
stolen memory chips could
have been sold.
"When staff from Academic
Comi,uter Services go out to
the various locations and work
on these machines the do have
an ID badge that they wear,"
Kolb said. "If people notice
that somebody is working on a
machine they should ask for
their ID badge. If they don't
have it, they don't work for
us."
The thefts are under
investigation by University
Public Safety.
Kolb issued this warning to
the thief or group of thieves
who stole the memory ':_hips.
"For sure they will be
talking to me and Mark
(Petrick) and Student Life and
Development," he said.

CHRIS. FARLEY

Cold weather and slippery sidewalks made a painful
combination for a 25 year-old woman Wednesday
morning.
The woman was walking near the foot bridge over
10th street when she slipped on the ice and injured her
tailbone. Unversity Public Safety and a Gold Cross
Ambulance were called to the scene.
The woman was taken to the St. Cloud Hospital for
examination.

Company donates $20
million for scholarships
Merck & Co., Inc., a research-driven pharmaceutical
products and services company, donated $20 million
for scholarships to college students during the next 10
years.
_
Funds will be administered through the The College
Fund/UNCF and are known as the Merck Science
Initiative. The goal of the scholarships is to expand
America's pool of world class black biomedical
scientists.
Each year for the next 10 years, scholarship and
fellowship awards will be given to 37 students at the
undergraduate, graduate and postdoctoral levels.
The fellowships are targeted for black students
studying in colleges and universities. Students can
obtain applications through the registrars' offices of
their colleges. Application deadline is February 26.

There's one
Corrections
• University Chronicle will correct all'errors occurring in its
news articles. If you find a problem with a story - an error
of fact or point requiring clarification - please call (612)

255-4086.
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Editorial
Winter woes

Arctic temperatures
freeze people's brains
Winter has arrived and common sense hopped on the first
airplane south.

In the land.that proudly boasts only two sea.so~s, cold and
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*%@&?! colder, most Minnesotans siill ha\le not figured out
how to plow, shovel or drive.
First, let us start ~ith the fine plowing job done by the city of
St. Cloud. Have they not figured out plowing all the snow right
in front of an intersection causes one slight problem - not
being able to see! It seems every two or,four-way stop around
the SCS campus has a mountain of snow piled all the way to the

moon.
Now, this is perfect if you are not riding alone - just send
your passenger to be your lookout to let you know when it is
safe to go. Unfortunately, this could cause another problem:
death of your passenger. He or she might get smooshed by an
oncoming car since the city also neglects to sand the roads.
Second, shoveling: Fitness experts are always trying to find

A tribute to a slain police officer
by Michael R. Koehler, Editor

A little girl lost her
daddy.
A wife lost her husband.
does not help there are conniving sheets of ice hiding
A small town lost a
underneath !he snow that try to take you down ~ithout any
good cop.
warning.
A small town also lost
It doesn't take very long to shovel one itty bitty strip to clear
its innocence.
the sidewalk enough to walk on your feet instead of your
The tragic deaih of 24behind.
year-old Brian Klinefelter
Finally, driving. It never fails, when you try to get somewhere
was a reminder that
in this town you either get plowed over by someone who you
policing can be dangerous
would swear is trying to qualify for the Indianapolis 500 or it
work. It is one of the few
seems as though all the Sunday drivers have come out on
occupations where men
Tuesday en masse who think actually driving the speed limit
and women put their lives
would cause a major end-of-the-world catastrophe.
on the line to protect and
If drivers would remember to use caution when it is snowing
serve the citizens of their
and icy, plus give a little'extra time when traveling, one could
jurisdiction.
easily maneuver without seeing if the car does indeed have an
No one would have
airbag.
thought an officer would
With a dash of common sense and a smidgen of politeness,
be killed in a small town
we can make Minnesota winters a bit easier for one and all.
in Central Minnesota,
· especially in a t_own where
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - = = - - , people know each other
and the police who serve
them.
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" The show of solidarity that has
been, and will be, displayed over
the next few days is a reminder ·
that we appreciate the sacrifices
and risks taken by police officers."
Klinefelter, but I know
several quality young men
and women who are in the
criminal justice studies
program Who could have
been him if the timing was
different.
These young men and
women are the police
officers, sheriffs deputies,
special agents, corrections
officers and probation
officers of the future.
Tuesday evening in my
criminal justice studies
class the topic of Brian
Klinefelter's death was
discussed. Much of what
was said should probably
never leave the room, but
it was obvious it was a
topic that weighed heavily
on the minds of my
classmates.
These men· and women
are on the verge of careers
in the criminal justice
system. The possibility of
an officer slaying in such
a small town was a
reminder that the careers
these people are about to
pursue could be fatal.
As our instructor, an

adjunct faculty member
who ~arks for a law
enforcement agency in the
area, talked to the class, he
offered advice and some
of his experience from his
years on the job.
Nowhere would this
advise sink in greater than
in the minds of people
who could have been
Brian Klinefelter if the
timing was different.
We need to let our police
officers, current and
future, know their work is
appreciated. The show of
solidarity that has been,
and will be, displayed
over the next few days is a
reminder that we
appreciate the sacrifices
and risks taken by police
officers.
Brian Klinefelter was
the 178th law enforcement
officer slain on duty in
Minnesota.
However, to those who
knew him he was more
than a number. He was a
daddy, a husband and a
good cop.

Student feels discriminaton on and off campus is still a major issue
I am writing this letter because I
want to let you know some of the
discrimination on or around the SCS

campus. I am a victim.
Once I was going to Coborn's on my
bike. One white American from a car
told me "You are an asshole" and then
went away. I just heard it, but I had
nothing to do.
About one-and-a-half years ago I
was serving french fries in Garvey
Commons. One male American,
dressed nicely, wanted some french
fries from me. I gave him some, but

then he said, "Maybe the country you
came from considers this little, but this
amount is not a little over here. You

don't know how to serve." He was very
rude to me.
In some of the stores I found people

were not very friendly. They were not
willing to help. For example, if I ask

him/her where I can find something,
he/she said to go this wa~. But from his
or her attitude I could understand
he/she was not liking me.
The same thing happened when I
tried to spea~ with a representative
over the phone. I found some of the
landlords around here try to take
advantage of people of color, because
the landlords know these people may
not know all their rights.
The same thing happens when a
person of color goes to a ear mechanic.
They try to charge more.
When people of color go to a party,
some white Americans do not like it.
Sometimes they even say "Why don't
these people go back to their own

Everyone
deals with
problems
differently
Dear E.C.S.,
I sympathize with your particular
:;itUation and yt>\lr unhappiness;t.but
please realize your choice and your
options are not everyone's. You have
no right to deliver false hope and to
"guarantee things will work out for
the best''
Getting pregnant and "immediately
go[ing] home [to] take care of
yourself' will not always "work out
for the best." Many ~women fin<:I
themselves single 1 on welfare or
disowned·from their unsympathetic
parents.
Many also cannot afford to go
back' to school to' work toward a
d~gree and make everything all
better.
I agree with birth control and not
getting drunk and eliminating
depression. But 1 also believe
. everyone has different ideas on how
to dea1 with these problems. ·"
Abortions may be the right choice
for s0ffie women; the fact that you
regret your decision does not make
you an authority on others' lives.
As a senior, I have done my share
of partying and making dumb
decision$, but we need to live and
learn and then enjoy the life we have.

country?"
People are coming from different
countries and are studying at SCS. That
may be okay, but some Americans do
not like it when these people come to a
party or try to get a white girlfriend.
Many times white Americans do not
like people of color as their roommate.
They will not say anything directly, but
you can understand that from their
attitude.
Some Americans think "Our way" or
"We are the best."
These are the problems, but there
should be some solutions too.
I think Americans need to learn
about some other cultures, too. Maybe
in high school and in college there
should be some courses about cu lturcs
or relate to.human relation issues.

or fax

(612) 255-2164

too.

This is a problem which cannot be
ignored any more. By the year 2000,
one of every four people will be a
person of color in the U.S.A.
Besides, t~ese people also need to
change their attitudes. People in the
world may look different or they may
have different cultures, but basically
they are all the same.
I hope you will read this letter
carefully, think about it and do
something.
Masud Mamun
sophomore
business computer
information systems

Nathan B's restaurant is· more
'blue collar' than gourmet
We appreciate Chad Groetsch 's
attempt at his restaurant review in
the Jan. 23 issue of University
Chronicle. Attentive service and
value for the mo'ney have been the
highest priorities in our more than
nine years of operation.
The reviewer seemed to have
been looking for a different type
of restaurant when he dined here.
Constant comparison to the
nebulous ."fine dining" concept
leads us to believe he did not
expect to encounter a family-type
restaurant. Our customers are
normal working adults and
families who most likely would
resent being typified as characters
in Mr. Groetsch's B-movie truck
stop.
There also seemeQ to be some
confusion in Mr. Groetsch's mind

concerning sanitation (clean plates
and dining surfaces) and
clean liness (carpeting that needed
vacuuming). In addition, declaring
our atmosphere as "spartan,"
which he obviously feels to be an
unacceptable decorating scheme,
is in fact a cautious decision on
our part not to alienate any of our
customer base.
This is a restaurant where both
white- and blue-collar workers can
dine together and neither feel
uncomfortable. Our uniforms have
been chosen with the comfort of
the employee in mind, and are
extremely similar to those found in
nearly any other restaurant. ·
Nathan B's is not a th~me
restaurant, but rather a friendly,
efficient, and successful dining
establishment with more than a

few choices on our menu.
Between the t'Yo of us, ,there is
nearly 50 years of restaurant
experience, all of which has been
in the St. Cloud area. JU.st as our
business continues to grow each
year, we also continue to make
improvements. Being a featured
restaurant in a co lumn entitled
"Grub" was not a goal for 1996,
but is certainly free publicity
where we never consider
advertising.
Nancy Gilbert
owner
Nathan B's
Peter Jensen
manager
Nathan B's

Magic Johnson's return proves HIV
does not have to end your life

I am app41led by your editorial concerning Magic
Johnson. Your editorial showed that at times, you write
biased infonna.tion with little facts to back up your
stories. I also wonder how this story was relevant
enough to be a staff editorial for University Chronicle.
Overall, I disagree with your opinion that Magic should
not be returning to the NBA.
Magic nearly had a triple double in his first NBA
Shannon Koshiol
game in sev~ral years. His return is greatly needed for
senior
the L.A. Lakers and the NBA. He will draw fans back
English
to NBA games. He will provide leadership needed for
the younger players.
He returned to playing basketball because he misses
Read *React* Writ~
the love of his life-basketball. He has played more
Send letters to:
Opinions editor
·
than
60 games in the past two years. The players who
University Chronicle
were concerned about contracting AIDS are now
St Cloud State University
13 Stewart Hall • St Cloud, MN 5~301 welcoming him back. The NBA has instituted a policy
or E-mail
tigger::cbronicle
that removes a player when the player bleeds. His

r=

The media (radio, T.V. 1 new.sp~pers.)
should tell more about t[lese issues,

doctors as well as other medical professionals have
agreed there is no danger to Magic's immune system. I
will admit the heavier Johnson will not play as he did in
his glory days.
However, he will help the Lakers make it to the
playoffs. By returning to the NBA, he has proven
people with AIDS should not give up their life goals
because life should not end when you are diagnosed
with AIDS. His return to the NBA is providing AIDS
·awareness.
Because of Magic's decision to return to the NBA, I
am going to follow basketball more: Thank you, Magic,
and welcome back where you belong. Best of luck to
Magic Johnson.
John Root
sophomore

sociology
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Speaker addresses racism, diversity
NOVA sponsor~
Week on Violence
by Lloyd Dalton
Staff writer

by Jeff Mansager
Staff writer

This week the Non-Violent Alternatives student
organization is sponsoring a Week on Violence.
NOVA's Week on Violence involves programs with
different speakers who will JOOk at causes and effects of
violence and solutions for violence in society.
"Events like this are important because people need to
be aware of the issues on this campus and in the
community," said Loretta Louwagie, senior co-coordinator
of NOVA, said. "They offer a lot of infonnation."
The events began yesterday at 9 a.m. with a presentation
on the goals of Habitat For Humanity in the Atwood
Memorial Center:
Other events which present films, speakers; panels,
workshops and debate panels run through Friday, in AMC.
The events expose students to issues on violence and
ahematives to violence.
Louwagie said the events during the week offer students
a lot of information and references which students can use
in the future.
The keynote speaker during the week was Elena
Featherston, who spoke Wednesday night in the Kimberly
Ritsche Auditorium. Featherston spoke about racism and
diversity in our community.
Featherston, a writer who lives in San Francisco,
currently leads a group of cross-cultural teachers and
facilitators who work to end oppression. Oppression may
be based on economic status, ethnic or cultural
background, sexual orientation or age.
Cecillia Salisbury, junior and co-coordinator, said an
event like this breaks down the stereotypes people have
bJiit up on ·racism and diversity issues.
"Maybe she'll hit on certain issues that somebody had at
sometime in their life, and they will see it in a different
way," Salisbury said.
The Week on Violence is NOVA's main event during the
school year. It is a student organization open to all
students . The group meets Wednesdays at 4 p.m. in the
AMC Mississippi Room.
"We are an educational forum for the campus,"
Salisbury said about NOVA.

Elena
Featherston,
who
describes herself as a "visionary
hell-raiser," spoke to students
Wednesday in the Kimberly A.
Ritsche Auditorium in Stewart
Hall.
Featherston was the keynote
speaker for the university's Week
on Violence, sponsored by NonViolent Alternatives, a student
group. She is a writer, workshop
leader and film producer who has
lectured on social theory in the US
and Europe.
She is a guest
instructor at the University of San
Francisco.
In her speech, Featherston
addressed many aspects pertaining
to diversity and multiculturalism .
'This country would have you
believe that diversity is a TV
dinner with a Spanish name," she
said. "Diversity is not about color
or race, it's about the ability to
embrace difference."
According to Featherston, most
people do not understand what is
necessary for social change;
"One of the first things we need
to do is learn to be humble," she
said. "We also need to hold our
educators responsible for our
education."
Featherston went into detail
about political correctness.
"Political correctness has always
existed and always will," she said.
"PC is merely the prevailing
attitudes of the people in power,
and it exists for the purpose of
silencing opposing viewpoints.
The views have just shiflcd over
time."
Featherston also criticized lhe
current school system.
it's
"We're
tau ght
that

Pat Christman/Assistant photo editor

Elena Featherston addresses racism and diversity issues
Wednesday evening in Kimberly ·A, Ritsche Auditorium
during Non-Violent Alternatives Week on Violence.
impossible for all
to be your principles."
empowered," she said. "We're
According to Ceci Salisbury and
taught not to see with clarity. We're Loretta
Louwagie,
project
taught not to think critically. We're coordinators
for
NOVA,
taught to fear. We're taught to be Featherston was chosen because of
very, very fearful, because we are the variety of issues addressed in
taught not to share power."
her speech.
"She revised her speech after
Featherston concluded by urging
students to become active and take arriving here and talking to us,"
an increasingly actiVe role in the said Louwagie. "Sli'e wanted it t6
apply to things that concern this
community and society.
"You don't have to blow up campus
"Her speech was extremely
buildings or- single-handedly end
racism to be active," she said. "You flexible," said Salisbury. "She
simply have to act when the spoke about a lot of things that
opportunity presents itself. Act on students here could relate to."

SOURCES program provides
opportunities, resources
by Nicole VanDerGriff ·
Assistant news editor
Diversity is changing the
course of St. Cloud.
SOURCES is Multicultural
Resource Directory, a new
community project that is
being developed to promote an
awareness
of
diversity
throughout central Minnesota.
"We would like to make St.
Cloud more of a welcoming
community anp to support the
diversity that already exists,"
said
Bets)'
Mahowald,
chairperson of the SOURCES
committee.
SOURCES provides an
opportunity for the public to
have access to a variety of
resources and information.
The I 0-person committee is
organizing an informational
directory which includes
names and numbers of
organizations and individuals
that have special knowledge or

interest in multicultUralism.
The committee is composed
of community leaders and SCS
graduate students.
Directory listings include
organizations which provide
multicultural
services,
speakers · with expertise in
multicultural
education,
diversity training or language
i_n terpretation
and
organizations or individuals
that sponsor programs or
events that focus on diversity
on a regular basis.
"(SOURCES) came out of
the diversity summit at St.
John's University. I feel there
is a need in the community for
such a directory and it appears
that the community is behind
us." said Nancy Harles,
assistant director of student
support services for the SCS
American Indian Center.
The project is funded
through grants and donations
from
organizations
and

individuals
throughoul
Minnesota.
,:'he
Central
Minnesota
Community
Foundation was the first
organization to help fund the
program. SCS Administrative
Affairs office also contributed
monetary
support
to
SOURCES.
"We have received a
significant amount of financial
support.
We now have
received around $7,000 from
the community," Mahowald..
said. "Individuals and many
organizations
have
truly
helped us out."
The directory is available to
everyone in central Minnesota.
"Our main goal is to put
together a resource for people
who
are
in
need
of
information. I think it will be a
usefu_l resource for the people
teaching, working qr even
living here," Mahowald said.

Spend Sunday
night at

1st Avenue
1.~,--' ' ...,.,, ·_

Newman Center
396 First Avenue South
"the Catholic Church
on Campus"
Sunday evening liturgy at 8 pm

w
+

Sacunlay: 5:30 p.m.
Sunday: 9a.m.,l J: l5a.m.8p.m.

Ch~~/f
Newman
Center

, CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

Mass & Events 251•3261
Office 251-3260
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New Subway caters to campus customers
J

Students chomp away at
new hoagie headquarters
by Nicole·wimberger
Staff writer
·

said.
Both Subway locations
will
eventually benefit from the new
new Subway restaurant restaurant, because the Division St.
opened Dec. 27, at IO00 restaurant will be better able to serve
Ninth Ave. S.
its customers, and the Ninth Ave.
Despite its distance from SCS, location will make Subway food more
nearly four blocks, this Subway is the convenient for people, Cirelli said.
closest one to campus and has been
It took Cirelli nearly three years to
doing business as "Campus Subway."
secure her Ninth Ave. location.
"I like the convenience of it," said
The cause of the delay was a
. Andy Briner, SCS sophomore who development agent who was competing
lives on Ninth AVe. "It's about time with her, within the Subway franchise,
they put a fast food place around here." for a location near campus.
"I think it's great that there's finally
Despite her setbacks, Cirelli said she
a Subway close to campus," said SCS just confronted each task as it arose.
sophomore Heidi Jensen.
Cirelli also said the city and
Since Campus Subway opened, . neighborhood were helpful in the
about 2,000 customers have been construction and opening of the
served each week, owner Denise Cirelli restaurant.
said.
'The city was very pleasant to work
Cirelli also owns the Subway located with," Cirelli said.
at 2920 Division St.
Ci~elli values fast service. She said
Before she opened her Ninth Ave. that her goal is to be able to get each
location , about 40 percent of the customer their food in approximately
Kevin Halgrimson/Staff photographer
customers at the Division restaurant one minute and 30 seconds.
SCS freshman Nicole Mann removes fresh-baked bread from the
were
from
the
Ninth
Ave.
"I hope we get the reputation of fast
oven Wednesday afternoon.
neighborhood, she said.
and professional service," Cirelli said,
"The only way y~u can have two "I just want people to know that they're concern of Cirelli's. She says that she other and the management.
insists on cleanliness and customer
McKay
said
he
feels
the
businesses (Subways) this close is if going to get fast service."
service, but that employees are well- management takes into account his life
they're under the same owner," Cirelli
Emolovee relations are also a
outside of work when preparing a
treated.
Gavin McKay, Subway employee schedule.
"School always comes first ,"
and SCS freshman, agreed that
cleanliness is valued and encouraged in McKay said.
Cirelli values her college-age
the restaurant.
The Ninth Ave. Subway employs employees and customers, she said.
three shifts bf college students during The only customer problems she has
its business hours of 10 a.m. to 2 a.m.
had did not involve college students,
Cirelli keeps her business predictable she said.
and systematic, she said, because her
"The students have been ircat,"
student workers have enough stress Cirelli said.
outSl de work.
The recent cold weather has kept
"We're open 16 hours a day, and it's many college students froffi walking
important for them to be stress free at from campus to Subway, Cirelli said.
work," she said.
Campus Subway does flat offer any
Robert
Stromberg,
Subway specials for studenls other than the
employee and SCS junior, has· been deals offered by the franchise for all
working at the Ninth Ave. Subway Subway restaurams.
"I can't razzle you and dazzle you,"
since it opened.
He said he is treated with a- lot of Cirelli said. ·
respect. Cirelli often works with her
However, in an attempt to connecl to
employees and hands out many SCS, Campus Subway has become a
compliments, he said.
corporate sponsor of the SCS hoc~ey
"As long as you are trying, they don't team.
pressure you," Stromberg said.
Cirelli does not depend merely on
McKay also enjoys working at college students.
There are many small families in
Campus Subway. He feels he and his
the area that she hopes will help sustain
.
her business during lhe summer
Emily Schlagel-, (foreground) St. months when many college students
Cloud resident _and 's.an~ich artist' return home.
makes a sandwich while Nicole _Mann
Overall, Campus Subway has been
looks on. Both hc:tve been working at busy Cirelli said. But she added, "It
the campus Subway for two weeks. has been fun. 1 love it!"
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Quick consolidation saves the most money
by Renee Richardson
Staff writer

I

ap~r:aches, stu~.rea!~a~~~
educational loans will
·
•
trade the c hall enge of
class wo_rk for the hurdle
of loan repayment within
10 years.
•
;.
The good news is many
options exist to decrease payments or
extend them beyond the t 0-year
deadline, but each delay in paying the
principal will increase the amount a
student will owe in the long run.
Amid the frenzy of finals and
graduation, a careful exam ination of
loan repayment options can save a
student rnoney and anxiety.
Most companies like Sallie Mae and
Edu serv Technologies, Inc., large
holders of student loans, offer a myriad
of payment options that can be adjusted
over time.
Options include a graduated step plan
that allows students to pay interest only
for the first two years, then pay on both
t~e principle and interest for the
remaining eight years. This opt ion
keeps loan payments from growi ng, but
does not extend repayment time.
Another option lets income levels
dictate the repayment amount and
allows an extension on the federally-

Thompson said such requests are
rate by I percent if students pay on time
mandated 10-year repayment limit.
While this plan gives studen ts for four years, Mansfield said. Stafford rarely denied. She said consolidation
breathing room after they have landed loans, disbursed on or after Jan. I, options are usually best for students
their first post-graduation jobs, it means 1993, qualify for a 2 percent reduction who have large debts in the range of
$80,000. Students are best served by
if paid on time over four years.
paying more inte rest.
The
income-sensitive
loan actually read ing the ir promissory notes,
"The longer you have the money
outstanding, the more you are going to repayments arc a· new option that took she said.
"The earlie r you pay, the less finance
pay," said Keri Thompson, supervisor effect in 1996. New loan repayment
of client services at Eduserv options are avail able for former cost you wi ll pay over your loans," she
said.
Technologies, Inc.
graduates.
Consolidation
of - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thompson said the most
payments from several
common
mistake
from
•
students is waiting too long to
loan holders will stretch
ask foe assistance from loan
loa ns out over more
years - a $ I 5,000 loan
holdecs. She said deferments
are routinely made for
debt may take 15 years
unemployment, internships,
to repay although
consol idation is on ly
:~~ce Co~;be;:~i~~~ serv~:~
availabl e from some
holders if the total debt
SUperviSOf Of client Services emecgencies like medical bills.
amounts exceed $7 ,500.
s~d1!~~;a~;'~ ;~~:~~a:::~
1
Loan holders can
Sall ie Mae allows students to pick month forbearance so their loans will
conSolidate if they own at least one loan
or if other holders do not object. The the interest rate from 4 percent to 25 be delayed to match the automatically holder the student chooses then pays off percent each year, Mansfield said. A delayed Stafford loans.
all loans, allowing students to have the $1,500 debt at 4 percent would require
"Students · really need to make
themselves aware of the options,"
convenience of one payment to one a $60 monthly payment.
" If they make that payment too low Thompson said. "Student loans are not
holdet
"Most people do it (consolidate) then the loan will actually be growing," li ke other loans. There are ways to
lower payments."'
because it will reduce the monthly he said.
Students can also request that loans
For further information or deferment
payment," said Rudy Mansfield, Sallie
be
seriali
zed
or
placed
with
one
requests
students should contact their
Mae telemarketin g representative.
"One bad thing is that it spreads it out company for ease of repayment without loan holders. Sallie Mae information is
extendi ng the life of loans through available at 1-800-643-0040. Eduserv's
over a longer period."
St. Pau l office is 1-800-678-6545.
Sallie Mae will reduce the interest consolidation.

" The longer you have the
money Outstanding, the more you
are going to pay. "

..-Keri Thompson

Eduserv Technologies Inc.

NEW! SAVE ON COLOR
LASER PRINT-OUTS
. , Now you can make great color laser prints by using the
li~w 600-dpi Apple Color LaserWriter at all Kinko's
· •c;npy Centers. For Only $1.99 each, you can make
..~l<l, bright, crisp, high-resolu1ion color print·outs yourself Uircctl y nom ; Macintosh or
· IBM computer. FTOTn 'now o.n, give your
·unponant compute:( documt:nts rnl}re
· impact hy printing them in full colo(.
Apple. s new co1or La~s~rWtiter is ,'
:.umlhcr first at finko' s, It mak ~s full
color computcr ,print-outs quit k, easy
;m<l econo111ical.'SO stun saving orl color
print-outs today.

J\.'l'TENTID-1
PRE-

--•r

ol:evel)'lia;Y, ·

Thanks 1o you, al sorts
pnxluctsarabeingmadelrorscycied
materials. &rt 1o k e e p ~
workingtol)mlecttneEarth,you
need 1o 00/'those products, To
receiveafreebrochure,cal

1-800-CAU.-EOF.

--1,.........r-=- -·

Open° 24 Hours

2S9-1224
211 Fifth Avenue S-.

You are required to come to the
Student Services Office BB 123 to
obtain your ACCESS CODE, THE DAY
BEFORE YOU ARE SCHEDULED TO
REGISTER FOR SPRING QUARTER

1996.
Advisers will be available:

Sa.m. - 4p.m.
StartingJan. 29
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Work ethic carries SCS sophomore across tape
Przybil/a leads Husky distance crew
by Kris Aksteter
Staff writer
Although most members of the SCS track
squad were unable to compete in iowa last
weekend due to poor weather, Ryan Przybilla
was able to show his stuff in Minnear.olis at
the University of Mjnnesota Invitational.
And show his stuff he did. Przybilla
qualified provisionally for nationals in the
. 800-meter with a time of I :53.79, beating his
previous best time by ITlore than two
seconds.
"I ran really well," Przybilla said. "I
improved my time a great deal."
Przybilla, a sophQmore from Pierz, Minn. ,
majoring in electrical engineering, decided to
join track while in eighth graJe. "The coach
talked me into joining the team," he said.
"I've always liked running track."
At Healy High School, Przybilla competed
at the state meet his junior and senior year.
He finished fifth his junior year and sixth his
senior year in the l/2•mile. He also competed
in the sprint medley relay both years
finishing third and second respectively.
Although Przybilla was recruited by
several schools out of high school, he gladly
chose SCS. "I love it here," he said. "The
guys are great on this team."
The most difficult adjustment for Przybilla
out of high school was the difference in the
competition.
"My whole senior year, I didn't lose a race
except for the state meet," he said. "It was
hard to finish in the back of the pack last
year. It was a learning experience."
This year has been a good one so far for
Przybilla. He was a member of the cross
country team this fall. On the track team, he
has competed very well early in the season.
Przybilla attributes this to third.year assistant
coach, Dan Hostager. "Dan is the type of
coach you would dream of having. He
knows everything about track, He 's an
inspiration for me."
Hostager expresses the same feeling for
Przybilla. ~'Ryan leads by ex·ample," he said.

"He is dedicated, com~titive, and very
talented," Hostager said. "His work ethic
rubs off on the other guys on the team."
This year, Przybilla competes in the I 00().
meter and the SQQ.meter distance runs. He is
also a part o~ .the 4 x 800•meter .relay team
which consists of Pryzbilla, sophomore
Kerry Collins, junior Bill Potts, and senior
Chad Bartels.
Przybilla's good grades and nice•guy
attitude have made him a bonus to the team,
Potts said.
"The guys on the team call Przybilla 4.0,"
• Potts said. "He's the kind of guy you would
tru~t to go out with your sister. He's just a
great guy."
With track and studies taking up the
majority of his time, Przybilla has little time
for anything else. ·He does, however, take a
liking to all sports.
"I love all sports, especially volleyball," he
said. "I wish I could play but I can't because
of track. With cross country and track, I
don't have a lot of time to enjoy other sports.
I play volleyball over the summertime."
Although Przybilla ran well last weekend,
he wants to do even better. "I think I can run
at least one•half second faster. I think that I
nee~ that one•half second to get into
nationals for sure. I checked last year and
there was only one sophomore that qualified
for nationals in the 800. The rest were
juniors and seniors."
Hostager is proud of Przybilla's
performance to date.
"Ryan has been
working extremely hard and improving each
week," Hostager said. "He's only a
sophomore. The progress he has made from
last year to this year is great."
Being only a sophomore means there is
plenty of time for Przybilla to improve.
"He's a young guy with a lot of
responsibility," said Potts. " He's got a good
head on his shoulders. He's a great asset to
the team."
Julia PetersoryStaff photographer
Przybilla and the rest of his teammates will SCS sophomore Ryan Przybilla provisionally qualified for nationals
compete this weekend at the Bison in the 800-meter run Saturday with a time of 1:53.79. In only his
Invitational in Fargo, N.D.
second year, Przybilla hopes for even more improvement.

Husky hockey squad hopes to foil Winter Carnival fun
Michigan Tech successful during festival
by Kerry Collins
Sports editor

" It doesn't matter what's going on there. We have to
concentrate on playing our game. "
- Brian Leitza
SCS sophomore goaltender

Success has been synonymous with the Winter
Carnival for the Michigan Technological University
hockey team.
·
"It's huge for them out there," SCS head coach Craig
Dahl said. "It's like their Homecoming. Everybody - " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
comes back and it's a real big deal. That should be said scs·has to concentrate on playing hockey.
most in the Western Collegiate Hockey Association, but
motivational for both teams."
"It doesn't matter what's going on there. We have to its power play has also been clicking. Last weekend
Since 1960, MTU has posted a 52-17-3 record in concentrate on playing our game," Leitza said. ''The against the University of Wisconsin, MTV was 6-of-8
Winter Carnival games.
whole town knows about what's going on and we have on the power play en route to a win and a tie against the
This Winter Carnival festival is going on this to do our thing."
Badgers in Houghton.
weekend, and the SCS hockey squad travels to
Althougb SCS has swept MTU, sophomore
"The power play will have a huge impact this
Houghton, Mich., to play MTU. SCS' only sweep of goaltender Brian Leitza said each weekend can end weekend for both teams," Dahl said. ''They went and
the season came against MTU Dec. 9 and 10. Junior with a different result.
scored a bunch of power play goals last weekend so it
"We might have a little bit of an edge because we should be interesting."
forward Dave Paradise said that knowledge should help
going into the Winter .Carnival series.
swept them here, but any weekend, any team can beat
Another aspect SCS hopes to dominate is
"We're going for a Couple of wins and it's important another team," Leitza said.
goaltending. The last time the Huskies faced MTV,
for us to remember we swept them," Paradise said. "If
The special teams battle will be the most important to Leitza stopped 61 of 64 shots for a .953 save
we play like we did in our last series with them," we'll winning, Dahl said. MTV takes a lot of penalties. percentage, and Dahl said he will have to have a similar
be all right."
'They" get a lot of penalties and I'm sure they will weekend for SCS to have the same success.
Even though there is a lot of hype surrounding the against us," he said.
Winter Carnival, sophomore goaltender Brian Leitza
MTU averages 25.34 penalty minutes per game, the
See Hockey/Page 10
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Husky sophomore grappler dedicated to success
by Brian Wierima
Staff writer
Hard work. Dedicalion. A positive work
ethic.
These are just some of the words that pop
up when describing Andy Reigstad, the
150-pound wrestler for SCS. "He's a really
complete wrestler," said head coach Steve
Grimit. ''The reason he does thlngs so well
js his hard work ethic."
Reigstad is 22-4 overall and 6-0 in the
North Central Conference after he
registered two pins last weekend. Reigstad
is ranked number one in the the NCC's 150pound division. Reigstad was redshirted
las.t year because of a knee injury.
In 1994, Reigstad posted a 37-IO record
while finishing second at the NCC
Championships. He qualified for the
NCAA Divi,<;ion II National Championships
in 1994 and was named team MVP. He has .
been named to the First Team NCAA
Division II All-Academic. Through all
these accomplishments, Reigstad maintains
a 3.9 grade point average.
Reigstad's wrestling career didn't start
out as one would . expect. He didn't start
Kevin Halgrimson/Staff photographer
wrestling until ninth grade when his
younger brother, Steve, started to wrestle. SCS sophomore Andy Reigstad focuses at practice. Reigstad is ranked first in the NCC in the 150-pound class.
The pressure of being number one is not injury. Grimit said Reigstad has avoided
In h_is junior year at Willmar High School, brings to the mat influences the team in a
he had an unprosperous year, going 4-16. positive way. "Everyday he is the hardest affecting Reigstad as much as one would other obstaC!es because of his lifestyle.
His senior year· was a major turnaround. working guy and he never quits," said think. "I really don't feel any pressure," he "He's a young man who's very focused and
Reigstad captured the state title in the 125- freshman Tony Brown, the 190-pound said, "I'm not really focusing on it (number he doesn't buy into the other part of college
wrestler from SCS. "He encourages one ranking). I'm trying to prepare for the life," Grimit said. "He doesn't do things
pound class.
conference tournament."
that detract from his academics."
In high school his love for the sport grew. everyone else to work hard too."
"He is one of the hardest workers I've
Grimit also doesn' t think pressure affects
Reigstad said his goal would be to win a
He credits SCS assistant coach Troy
Haglund and another state champion he ever coached," Grimit said. ''They see him Reigstad. "He's always going to get the best national championship. "I don't think I
wrestled with in high school. "I had Troy working hard and the success he is having from his opponent," he said. "I'm not sure have reached my goals," he said. "But as far
any opponent will wrestle him differently as my expectations, I have surpassed them."
Haglund and Chad Carlson, who were state and know that is the right fonnula to use."
Reigstad said being in a leadership role is because they are going to wrestle hard all
"I like to set high goals and I'm not
champs my sophomore year," Reigstad
afraid if I don't reach them," Reigstad said.
said. "They really helped me to see how to not an easy ta"sk. "It's a challenge," he said. the lime no matter the opponent."
"I want to pass down to the younger guys
'"'Reigstad said that his religious beliefs are "My goals are higher · than my
become a state champion."
Gene Hanemann, last year's national the hard-work aspect and that nothing will an important part of his life and the . expectations."
toughest to maintain over academics and
O This weekend the Huskies travel to
champion from SCS, was also an influence come easy."
Reigstad's teammates are aware of hls wrestling. "My spirtual life is the toughest battle the Colorado School of Mines in
on Reigstad. "He helped me also in that I
leadership
skills
and
his
qualities
off
the
aspect
of
the
season,"
he
said.
"Siaying
Golden,
Colo., and the University of
was able to see what he did to reach that
level," Reigstad said.
"His style of mat. "He helps a lot of people and helps us spirtually strong is so hard with the load of Northern Colorado in Gfeeley, Colo.
get
going,"
Brown
said.
"He
tells
us
we
got
school
and
wrestling;
but
it
is
something
"Northern
Colorado is a good team,"
aggressiveness I try to emulate. I try to
Grimit said. "I don't know a lot about
model that aggressiveness into my to do our best and everything will be fine." that is going to pay off later in life."
"Andy
is
one
of
the
nicest
guys
you'll
There
have
been
some
obstacles
Reigstad
Colorado
Mines
except that they have a
wrestling."
The perfonnance and style Reigstad ever meet," he said. "He's just a great guy." had to overcome, like last year 's knee returning All-American."

WCHA LEADERS
S~Qring l,&gde:[&
1. Brian Bonin
Minnesota

!i.__A____f!i.
17 32 49

2. Teeder Wynne
3. Peter Geronazzo
41 Colin Schmidt
4t Mike Crowley
61 Jay McNeil!
61 Scott Swanson
8. Dan Trebil
9. Antti Laaksonen
10! Dave Vallieres
10! Brian Swanson
101 Erik Andersson

17 27
22 21
10 27
11 26
20 15
28
24
14 18
19 12
13 18
7 24

North Dakota
Colorado College
Colorado College
Minnesota
Coiorado College
Colorado College
Minnesota
Denver
Alaska-Anchorage
Colorado College
Denver

Goaltendina Leade[s
1. Steve OeBus
2. Jeff Moen
3. Judd Lambert
4. Ryan Bach
5. Jim Mullin

Record

Minnesota
9-2-1
Minnesota
10-1-2
Colorado College 8-0-2
Colorado College 11-1-2
Denver
5-2-1

44
43

37
37
35
35
33

32
31
31
31

GAA

SY%

2.00

.926
.906
.916
.897
.904

2.28
2.48

2.54
2.74
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Hockey: Goaltending will be
scs sweep from Page 9

key for an

"We have to get good
goaltending," Dahl said. "Brian
has to make the saves and we
can't give them any s,oft goals."
Leitza also said he feels more
pressure this _weekend, but he
knows that goaltending always
plays a major role. "There
might be a little more weight on
my shoulders, but goaltending
is always big," he said. "I need
to get on a roll over these ne_xt
couple of weekends."
Another major ingredient to
the Husky success will be
defense, Dahl said. The Husky
defensemen have been doing
their job, and will have to
continue to do so for SCS to
pick UP. any points in the
standings.
"We've been playing better
defensively and have been
consistent," he :;aid. "Our
defensi ve corps have been
doing very well and with that,
our scoring has oome around."
For the Hu~kies to come back
with a sweep of the Winter
Carnival series, Leitza said they
have to play like they are
capable of and hope the puck

WCHA STANDINGS
Cont.

0vet811

W-L-T Pts. W-L-T

.Cok>radoCoUege 1&-1-4 42. 21.2-4
will bounce their way.
Minneso~
:¼r$.2 40: .: ?:3-3-2,
"We just have to contirlue to
Denver
16--6-2 34 . 20-6-2
play like we know we can,"
Minnesota-Duluth 14-11-1 29 ..18-11-1
Leitza said. "It seems like we
1
~
haven't been getting the
' WISconsm
'MS-2 tit 8-Hl-2
bounces lately but hopefully
St. Cloud State
6-15-3 15 7.17-3
that will change."
Alaska-Anch9rage 4-16-4 12 .::, 5-17-5
NorlheoiMtc:Hgan : ~ 1 :1 :'~ 5,-23,;t
The next home series for the
Huskies is Feb. 9 and IO against
~ . - Friday
the University of Alaska Denver 4, ~- Croud state 2
Anchorage.
~
-1 9,N-'fieh,ianO
Coloradi>"COl!ege 1; Alasl<a-Aliol,o,ag$ 2
Hu s ky Notes:
Mlnnesof&.OUMh
3, Notth Dakota 1
_ 1""1B."""""61n2
D Freshman forward · Matt _
Cullen leads the Huskies in
points (9 goals-20 assists-29
RNulfs saturday
points) and has scored in 12 of
St. Cloud State 4, Denver 4
hit last 14 games.
.~innesota), Northern Michigan 0
D Sophomore forward Sacha • ;eQtom<io,'COllege 4. A'lastta-Anchbrage 4
North Dakota 3, Minnesota-Duluth 2
Molin leads SCS in goals with
Michigan Tech 6, Wisconsin 6
15 and is second on .the team in
total points (15 g-13 a-28
WCHA SeheduJe
points).
Friday, Feb. 2
D Senior assistant captain Taj
St Cloud State at Michigan Tech
Minnesota~Ouluth at Wisconsin
Melson has eight multiple-point
Norhtem Mlthlgan at AlaSka·Anchofage
games this season to lead the
Minilesota at North Dakota
Huskies in that category.
Denver at Colorado College
Melson played in his 139th
consecutive game Saturday to
Saturday, Feb. 3
set the SCS all-time mark.
St. Cloud State at Michigan Tech
Minnesota-Duluth at Wiscoosin
D SCS plays five of its final
Norhtem Michigan at_Al~ska-Anchorage
six games at the National
Minnesota al North [)al<ota
Hockey Center.
Colorado College at Denver

r;~~ :t,~1:;

·!~~::!
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Women's team ·to SCS drives for_wins against Bison, Sioux
Second half ofseason begins this weekend
face the NCC's
by Rob LaPlante
staff writer
, , The team that makes the plays they're
top two squads
After a strong first half of the • supposed to·make is going to win.,,

by Jeff Mansager
Staff writer

season, the Husky men's basketball
squad will look for an even stronger
second half.
The SCS women's basketball team has a
The Huskies (5-4 North Central
SCS sophomore guard
tough task ahead of them this weekend Conference, 13-5 overall) begin their
hosting the North Central Conference's cosecond trip thfough the NCC starting the team's first meeting.
Defense and balance hi ve been the
leaders.
this weekend at Haloobeck Hall.
"There won't be any different game Huskies' strong points in the first half
Tonight the ·Huskies (4-5 NCC, 10-8
SCS will host North Dakota State plans," Raymond said. "However, of the season.
overall) host North Dakota State University
University Friday night. The Huskies we'll have to stay out of foul trouble
The Huskies have seven different
(8-1 NCC, 16-2 overall). Tomorrow SCS
lost their first meeting against the and pick up '?Ur rebounding in order players averaging 8.7 ppg or better.
hosts the University of North Dakota (8-1
Bi son 79-73, Jan. 6 in Fargo, N.D.
to be successful."
These
players have led the team in
NCC, 18-2 overall).
"We're pumped for this weekend,"
The· Huskies will host the scoring this season, and the Huskies
The Huskies come into these games
sophomore guard Sean Whitlock said. University of North
Dakota,. currently rank second in the NCC in
having dropped their last three contests.
"We'll have a little added incentive Saturday. SCS defeated the Sioux Jan. team defense allowing 75.56 ppg.
They are currently in a three-way tie for fifth
since they (NDSU) knocked us off the 5 in Grand Forks, N.D., 63-58.
"Our balance has been good for us,
place in the NCC. In the earlier games
first time. This time we get them on
The Fighting Sioux are led by but it also hurts us at times, too,"
against these teams, SCS lost to UNO 85-66
our
floor."
junior
guard
Travis
Tuttle's
21.5
ppg.
Whitlock
said. "Sometimes we get in
in Grand Forks, N.D., and the Huskies lost
NDSU (5-4 NCC, 12-6 overall) is Forwards Brian Ehrp 16.8 ppg, 6.4 a frame of mind that whoever's hot
107-69 to NDsu in Fargo, N.D. ·
one of three teams currently tied for . rpg and Frank Iverson 13.7 ppg, 7.7 that night will just lead us, causing us
SCS head coach Lori Ulferts said both
third place with the Huskies in the rpg, give the Sioux a solid inside to~ inconsistent at tinies."
NDSU and UNO have excellent transition
. NCC.
attack.
Raymond s.iys•that part of being a
games, but offer contrasting styles of play.
The Bison are led by senior center
The Sioux come into Halenbeck young team is learning to become
"(UND) is a three-point shooting team,"
Brian Sand who averages 19.4 points Hall with a 3-6 NCC, 9~9 overall more consistent.
Ulferts said. "(NDSU) is fast, runs the floor ·
per game and 6.0 rebounds per game. record under fourth-year head coach
"We've been inconsistent at times
extremely well and gets it inside and scores."
Sand was a key part of. the Bison's Rich Glas.
this season," Raymond said. "But
NDSU comes into this game with a big
victory in die teams' first meeting in
"We beat them (UND) on their we're a young team and our youth has
win Friday against UND. NDSU's leading
Fargo, finishing with a game-high 28 home floor, so they'll have that to learn how to become consistent. If
scorer is 6-1 junior Kasey Morlock,
points.
incentive against us," Whitlock said. anything, I think foul trouble has had
av(:raging 18.4 points per game.
SCS sophomore center Jon "From here on out, every team will be a big part to do with the
The Huskies have to contain Morlock, who
Hinzman leads the Huskies in scoring tough. The team that makes the plays inconsistency."
is comparable in her style of play to S.CS
13.7 ppg and rebounding 7_.8 rpg. they 're supposed to make is going to
Raymond, who remains stuck at
leading scorer, senior Brenda Meyer, Ulferts
Hinzman wjll play a key role in trying win."
207 career victories, will try to break
said.
to shut down Sand.
Hinzman said the Huskies have 10· the all-time wins mark at SCS.
"We have to play very good defense, and
. "I'll look at some films on Sand be prepared defensively, especially Raymond can set the record with one
we have to stop their transition," Ulferts said . .
from our first meeting," Hinzman, early in the game.
more victory.
'Their midcourt play is tremendous, they get
said. "I'll try and see what I can do
"We haVe to pick up our defense
Game time for both games is 8 p.m.
the steal and they will be down on the other
differently and hopefully I can cut right awa:y in the game," he said. "We at Halenbeck Hall.
·
end. You have to stop M0rlock too. She's
him down."
have to realize it will be a battle right
"We still know we're a good team,"
excellent."
SCS head coach Butch Raymond, from the get go, so we have to wake Hinzman said. "If we just go out and
Meyer said the Bison bench is excell ent,
says the team won't do anything up defensively, especially in the play together, we can come away with
and its inside ,game is very good. She said
different despite losing to the Bison in beginning of the game."
a couple of wins."
·
Morlock is the key player inside. "She's a
very good player and she can rebound,"
Meyer said. "She likes to shoot from the
outside too. She's just a well-rounded
player."
"They like the transition, they hustle and
Hockey:
Men's Basketball:
they have balanced scoring," Ruberg said
about NDSU.
at Michigan Tech
Fri. 6:35
vs. North Da1<ota State Fri. 8 p.m.
UND comes into this game after its first
vs. North Dakota
Sat. 8 p.m.
Sat. 4:05
NCC loss of the season. UND freshman
Wrestling:
center Jenny Crouse leads the team in
scoring, averaging I 8·.3 points per game. She
Women's Basketbai{
at Colorado School of Mines
has been named NCC player of the week
at Northern ColQrado
,
vs. North Dakota State Fri. 6
three times this season.
"She's a very good player for being a ·
vs. North Dakota
Sat. 6. p.m,
freshman," Meyer said. "She makes her
Men's and Women's Track:
presence known in the post."
Bison Open (NDSU)
Sat.
Ruberg said the team will have to front
Crouse to deny her the ball.
"She's really tall and that gives her an
advantage inside," Ruberg said. "We have
got to be on her and make sure she dbesn 't
GETTING HER DRUNK ISN'T THE SAME
get the ball."
·
AS GETTING HER PERMISSION.
The Sioux have an excellent shooting team
and have excellent depth, Ulferts said.
"They are a three-point shooting team, and
then Jenny Crouse gets the rebounds and puts
them back in," Ulferts said. "They go to the
bench and find who can shoot the three."
• The team has to play excellent defense to
win the games Ulferts sai d. It also has to
concentrate on the fundamental s of offense,
like passing and free throws.
"If you want to see good women's
basketball, th is is the best." Ulferts said
about playing these two teams. "It's better
than Division I because the players are
smaller and you can see the passing.'~
Jtdoesn'tmanerifshe's~Anytimea...omanisWlilblelOgiveiffa:nsentto5eX,it'srape.
And it's a relony f>unishable by pnson Remembef-oo means oo. And fX!anS\',ff means m, as we!l.
Both games begin at 6 p.m. in Halenbeck
Hall.
.
I ALCOHOLABUSECANilAOTOSE.'QIALASSAl.ll..1: I

Sean Whitlock
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UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

SUMMER - FALL RENTALS

Q~et~?.~~t~i:;;o~s

iii

Classic 500 & River Rid2e Apts.
Fall Rates: $ l 98 to $229
Summer Rates: $95 to $150

* Off Street Parking
* Controlled Access
* Dishwasher

* Laundry
* Air Conditioning

* Mini Blinds

* Microwave

* Heat/Water paid

* Tuckunder Parking

* Free Basic Cable

* Ind. Locked Bdrms

* On Site Caretaker
CALL TODAY!!
253-UOO

•
•
•
•

THE LOWEST RIHFAHES
EUHRILPRSSfS
INT'L STUDENT ID
HOSTEL cnnns &more!

fllffllll Ti·avel

_

TOWNHOMES
1812 16th St. S.E. 252-2633

.

OEE:Coundlonlnternational

:~~t~;:/1~~ckf~~fcisJr~b

1-800-2-COUNCI~
[l-80U6'8624]

Premiere Student Housing
• Heated Swimming Pool
• Air conditioning
• Free Parking/Outlets
• Large Storage Room
• Sand Volleyball Court
• Frost Free Refrigerators
• Heat and Water paid
· • Laundry Facilities
• Phone/Cable each bedroom • Vending Machlnes
• Celling fans in bedrooms
• Campus Clipper & Metro Bus
• Keyed Bedroom Locks
• Individual Leases
• Microwave/Dishwashers
• Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

CALL 252-2633
Winter Week 1996 Winter Olym-Pucks
Don't Miss It!!

1%

a.

un ay e 4- • 1ck-o
19 t" 59:30pm at the Nationai'Hockey Center.

..

Featuring OreOlymplcs don't miss the
fun and games with 10·,000 OREO.

::~~:~~ta;~~a~~~~gl •

~-,....· _. _,

e

Immediate Results!

PREGNANCY
TESTING.

• · •

For more info on all events
call 255-2205!
All Week-The
Golden Puck
Hunt! A golden
hockey puck is
hidden on campus find It and
win vaiuable
prizes'. Clues
ach morning
near the Atwood
info desk or get
hem early at the
events!
PAl>,FOR BY YOOR STUDENT
ACTMrY FEE DOLLARS

APARTMENTS
WITH COMPUTERS
Think about it, next year you can live in an
apartment building with a computer, dedicated phone
line, and a Jazer printer available 24 hours a day
\, for your use at no charge to you.

We have Windows, Word for Windows,
Word Perfect, a connection to the library,
MNWAS and much more.
~

Bridgeview S o u t h - Brjdgeview West

--••'!1~11-

cq.l}"]\JIP

Call Today!!
253.1100

■l.lffil&ii•U•J§1[◄ii
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For years a labyrinth of passages beneath the campus have mouldered, unused and
larQely forgotten by students. But there are some that still remember:

Tff
. E. 1't1NNE.LS
.
.

have been closed
since
1982.
DANA NIEBERT
''.Basically, afler
STAFF WRITER
consultations and
meetings with the
PHaros BY
fire marshal, we
were required to
PAT CHRISTMAN
close them to
ASSISTANT PHOTO EDITOR
pedestrian
traffic," he said. ·
nderground tunnels? At
· One of the
SCS? Really? Yes, but
reasons
for
you can't use them.
closing
the
Steve Ludwig, assistant vice
tunnels was an
president
for
facilities
asbestos hazard,
management, said ·the tu1;mels
Hayman
said.
were first built to connect steam
Most of the steam
pipes to one another and move
lines are lined
materials and people, but some
with
a_sbestos,
of the tunnels were built
Ludwig said, but
exclusively for pedestrian use.
there is no danger
He said all of the resident halls
for
the
on the north end of campus are
maintenance
connected, but the tunnels are
crews because of
closed to public use.
a
protective
Not all of the buildings on
material .placed
campUS
are
-c onnected.
over the pipes.
Centennial Hall, the Education
However,
Building, the Engineering and
Ron Smith, assistant chief engineer of maintenance, examines high-pressure steam pipes insulated
Hayman · said,
Computing
Center,
the
with asbestos in a tunnel once used by students. The tunnels were once used to travel between
there may be
Performing
Arts
and
campus buildings during inclement weather.
danger If the areas
Administrative Services are
Hockey
Center,
are used by more people. exits would have to be , built. the Atwood Memorial Center National
some of the buildings on
Hayman said that the funding which connects the two kitchens Ludwig said, but only for utility
because of accidental damage.
campus that are not accessible
was
not
available,
so
the
only
and
is
used
to
transport
food.
use.
If
the
funding
comes
Public use of the tunnels
by tunnel.
SCS is looking into extending through, the tunnel might be
posed a security problem, recourse was to cl6se the
Even though the general
the tunnel between Halenbeck · built in the summer of 1997, he
Ludwig said. At any point in the turinels.
public is not allowed to use the
"It was for safety that they Hall and the boiler plant to the said.
tunnel system, people could
tunnel system, maintenance
enter and emerge in the were closed," Ludwig said.
frequents them to make repairs
The condition of the tunnels
residence halls. He said there
on the lines and pipes that run
was no regulation regarding is still kept up, and some are
through.
who used the tunnels or where used on a regular basis. Ludwig
Some tunnels house' highsaid there is a tunnel that runs
they went.
that people give it a shot."
by Michelle Wallin
voltage power lines, high- .
Another reason, Ludwig said, between Garvey Commons and
Organizations will gain
Staff writer
pressure
steam
pipes,
was a lack of doors in the
ppints for attending activities
emergency
power,
water,
tunnels. There were not enough
Have sub-zero temperatures and for participation in
telephone lines and computer doors to meet regulations, and The tunnels used by
competitive" events including
left you yearning for spring?
lines, Ludwig said.
the doors that do exist are too far students are labeled and
Students can make the best of OreOlympics, Husky bed races
Michael Hayman, director of apart. To meet the regulations are
wider
than
the
the long winter by joining in the and sled races, human bowling,
residential life, said the tunnels for safety, more entrances and ,., maintenance-only tunnels.
festivities
of
"Winter a Karaoke contest ·and a banner
OlymPucks" during Winter decorating competition. The
organization that scores lhe
Week, Feb. 4-10.
This year, Winter Week will most points throughout the
be packed with activities for all week wi II be awarded a basket
students
including
a of prizes from sponsors and a ·
competition
between trophy. Individual prizes will
also be awarded at all the
participating organizations.
The UPB special events events.
Each organization should
committee has been busy
have received a packet
planning the events.
"I think everythi ng's come explaining the rules, how to
together real on· top of things," receive points, and a list of
said junior Sarah Quam, special activities.
"We worked really hard on
events coordinator. "It's just a
the packet to get it out as soon
matter of watching it happen."
"As a group, I know that we as possible," Kraemer said.
want it to be big," said freshman
Robert Kraemer, special events
committee member. "We hope
See Winter/Page 14
STORY BY
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Preventing Winter from freezing the fingers
by Dana Niebert
Staff writer

I

t's 100 cold outside" haS
been a common complaint
of SCS students lately.
With
daily
temperatures
averaging well below zero and
harsh winds blowing from all
directions, it has become
difficult to stay warm.
William ·oahl , a physician at
Student Health Services, said
the best way to stay warm
during the cold months is to
wear
clothes.
More
specifically, he said, wear a lot
of clothes.
According
to
Edward
Bouffard, director of the
university conference and
information center, wearing
many layers of loose-fitting
clothing is best because the
multiple layers will allow more
air to c ircu late, keeping people
wanner than if they only wore
one layer.
Freshman Maryah Storti
took 1his advice to heart. "I've
gol two jackcis," she said, "I
think it 's cold out there."
Dahl said it is important to
keep the extremities warm.
Hats that cover the ears are
helpful, but protecting all of
the skin is essential.
"It tends to be the small
things that freeze," he said.
"Hands, fee t, ears, nose."
Stude~t Health Services has
seen many cases of frostbile ,
but they have all been pretty

.,
One way to keep warm In the winter is to wear clothes the elements as possible.
minor, Dahl said.
He said frostbite is common
because clothing gets wet. If
clothes are wet, their insulating
qualities
are
diminis hed
greatly, he said. At that point, it
does not matter how"thick your
clothes are, Dahl said.

Winter: Opening ceremonies
Winter Week unofficially begins with the
Rockin' Rollers' basketball game at 2 p.m. in
Halenbeck Hall on Sun., Feb. 4. Opening
Ceremonies for "Winter OlymPucks" will be from
5-9:30 p.m. at the Na1ional Hockey Center.
Ac1ivi1ies include open skating, human bowling,
Husky sled races, bed races on ice, and
"OreOlympics."
Nabisco Foods has donated 10,000 Oreo
cookies for "OreOlympics."
"Nabisco was fab.ulous with
Kraemer,
anticipating
the
"OreOlympics." Some
of the activities are
Oreo-stacking, Orcodunk, and an Oreoeating comest.
Throughout
the
week, students can
participate
in
a
"Golden Puck Hum."
Clues will be posted
starting ~eb. 5 at the
Atwood information desk,
but wi ll also be given out early
at each of the night activities.
''Break Away From Winter and Feel
The Heat" Activity Night will be Wed., Feb.7 from
7 p.m. to midnight in Halenbeck Hall. Free
limousene rides will be given to and from campus
to Halenbeck courtesy of Captain Ron's tanning.
Students may participate in activities including
18-:hole mini golf, a volleyball tournament, "Sumo
Wrestling," relays and contests, a velcro wall and
Karaoke.
Other events for Winter Week include a magic
and illusioll ; how (Feb. 5, 8 p.m., Ritsche
Auditorium), a hypnotist (Feb. 6, 8 p.m., Quarry

Bouffard
recommends
wearing wool, down, silk or
synthetic fabrics like polyester,
polypropylene and polar neece
as opposed to cotton. He said
cotton holds water and
moisture too well, and causes
the body to cool dramatically

Sunday

from Page 13 -

nightclub), SCS Husky Hockey vs.Alaska (Feb. 910) and a Winter Carnival sponsored by American
Studies (Feb. I0).
The special events committee decided not to
have a coronation this year. The committee wanted
to enable more people to get involved, according
to Kraemer.
"When you have a coronation, you're really
only including two people,'' Kraemer said. He
added that the committee also wanted
to reserve coronation as a special
activity f~r Homecoming.
Quam said that the
opening ceremonies and
Activity Night were the
hardest events
to
organize.
Getting
organizations
to
participate, laying out
a noor · plan and
staffing the events
were a challenge, she
said.
"The Greek s~tem
really wanted to help out
and help volunteer, so we're
getting a lot of members from
fraternities and sororities to help
out," Quam said. "Granted, we could use
a lot more staffing, so if anyone's intere.Sted, we're
always welco"ming new pepple."
Winter Wetk's success could mean a big boost
for UPB, Kraemer added.
"I don't think it will ever go back to not being a
big event," he said.
'
"We want this ye,lr to be huge," said Quam, who
has taken responsibility for getting the word out to
students. "Everything we have planned is so great
1hat I want everyone to experience it."

Photo illustration by Julia Peterson/Staff photographer
as many layers as possible. Keep as little skin exposed to

faster.
Another culprit, which many
people do not realize is
harmful, is alcohol.
"Alcohol is clearly related
[to freezing]," Dahl said,
adding it impairs judgment and
makes the body lose heat

faster, even though the skin
feels warmer.
In the end, however, some
students fi nd their own
solutions to staying warm.
" [I'm] skipping class," said
freshman Julia Karst.

Theatre of the Deaf to
perform Feb. 16
by Sheila Roering

I

t's hard enough if you can
hear. I don't know how
1hey do it," Brenda
Wentworth of the Theatre
Department Said about the
actors in the National Theatre
of the Deaf.
T h i s
professional
acting company
is performing
"An
Italian
Straw Hat" at 8
p.m. Feb 16 in
the Kimberly A.
R i t s c h e
Auditorium,
sponsored by
the University
Program Board
Perfom,ing Arts Committee.
The National Theatre of the
Deaf, made up of deaf and
hearing actors, was established
in 1967. The group won a Tony
Award
for
Theatrical
Exce!ICnce in 1977 and
represented the United States at
the Los Angeles Olympic Arts
Festival in 1984. In 1992, the
group became the first United
Statis theater group to 1our and
perfom, in South Africa and has

perfom,ed on every continent
except Antarctica. The National
Theatre for the Deaf celebrated
its 6,000th perfom,ance in 1993
and was nominated for the
National Medal of Arts in 1995.
"An Jtalian Straw Hat" is a
romantic
comedy
about
Fadinard, a ladies man who is to
be married. On
the day of the
wedding, he is
in 1he park and
his horse eats a
lady's
hat,
which he must
replace before
her
husband
sees that it is
missing
Fadinard spends
the
afternoon
trying to find the hat and in the
process meets a former flame
and is mistaken for a famous
painter while trying to protect
his wedding plans.
Tickets for "An Italian Straw
Hat" are available in Atwood
Memorial Center Room 11 8
and in Herbcrger's department
store downtown. Tickets are
free for those with a valid SCS
ID and for children five and
under, $8 for 1h.e public and $5
for non-SCS stlldCrits.
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FILM REVIEW

Grim picture, yet monkey·see, monkey good

A

bleak picture. of the future. the power used to oppress the population. Monkeys. Pitt's character goes on insane
Mankind is doomed. The fate of
Gilliam uses several stylish techniques tantrums, and this is easily the most
humanity rests on the
to give different interpretations of challenging and intense role I've seen
shoulders of our hero.
different scenes. In one scene, a him in. This is the second big hit for Pitt
This formula is recreated in
floating camera hovers over a in a span of just months with the other
many science fiction movies of
delusional Cole while he is beirl.g "Seven." Though his role is a~
the past, but "12 Monkeys" (rated
restrained. In another scene, the supporting one in "Monkeys," he has so
R) is different. A dead!)' virus has
camera takes up weird angles
much more to work with than his two
covered the planet, and Bruce
JASON
and movements as a
~.
dime. nsional tough-young-cop
Willis must go back in time to
E " drugged
up
Cole ~ - __
role in "Seven."
find information for a cure.
attempts to escape the
Mad.ele~ne _Stowe plays a
Monkeys is an intricate joyride that zigs mental ward.
_id
..,
psychiatrist m the 90s that
when you expect a zag, and keeps you
Cole hops back and forth ~....
~ begins to rebuff her years
guessing Lhroughout.
in time, and all this takes a
of training to trust Cole's
"Monkeys" presents an interesting heavy toll-0n his mind. Willis
story.
This
type
of
premise that director Terry Gilliam molds . does a good job of 3.cting in ~~\.'!
character. the one that will
into his unique visual style. He shows us his frenzied paranoia. He
~~
never believe Cole's story even
a world (the year 2035) where humans eventually finds himself in an
though he needs her hel p, is a little
live in a subterranean society. James Cole insane asylum. Willis, who
tired. But "Monkeys" succeeds
(Willi s) is selected to investigate the was king of action films for a while, had
where so many other films fail - it
virus, which was unleashed in 1996. quite a drought of box office bombs. He injects a used concept with fresh appeal.
Willis must find the virus' origin, which had a semi-revival in "Pulp Fiction" and The storyline is so complex · and
may be linked with a revolutionary group seems to _be on the right track again. 12 interwoven throughout characters and
called the Army of the 12 Monkeys.
Monkeys easily out performs such differe~t times that it works, even if a few
Much of the design of Cole's future stinkers· as "Look Who's Talking" and aspects can be traced to past films.
time is extremely similar to, if not "Striking Distance."
That is where Monkeys really scores
borrowed from, Gilliam's 1985 film
Brad Pitt plays a patient in the mental points. The plot takes so many twists and
"Brazil." The remnants of civilization ward with Willis while he's stranded in turns and is so initially confusing, it
cling on in their underground world, the wrong time. To confuse you more, seems incomprehensible. But before you
where bureaucracy and technology are Pitt may or may not be somehow know it, things start falling into place and
connected to the Army of the 12 the plot begins to thicken - then you are

ct": \ _,.

,.t...
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Music

~p-..,

Speech proves an arresting solo act
erhaps it was because
they were together only
lihle Wh'i\e,
··
but
Arrested
Development never
seemed to get the
respect and praise
they deserved for the
musica l innovation
and
inventiveness
their
music
possessed.
Both

·a

·"12 Monkeys"
Rating:

**********
Playing at:

Parkwood 8

REVIEW

by Frank Rajkowski

:p

sucked in. I have not been this struck by a
storyline since "The Usual Suspects"
confused and delighted moviegoers last
spring. ("Suspects," by the way, is due in
video stores this month.)
Gilliam wraps up the story and
perfonnances and presents it as only he
can. He was snubbed by the studios when
they decided not to release "Bra~il," and
conversely "12 Monkeys" has made more
than $30 million in' three weeks. Gilliam
must feel vindicated that his futurist
vision finally·returned to the silver screen
and is a definite success. A grim picture
with a challenging storyline can be a hit
with audiences. Then .igain, if Brazil had
the Willis-Pitt star power, inaybe it would
have been a runaway hit too.

Working)" prove. The song
sounds like a cross between the
lyrical sense of Bruce
Springsteen and the rhythmic
grooves of the artist
formally known as
Prince.
"Poor Little .Music
1\UQ, Boy"
resembles
A r r e s t e d
Development's 1993
hit "Mr. Wendell" in
its sympathetic look
at people of the street

Jl!J

lyrically
and '""'""" ""'-""" and you just can't
rhythmically the band
avoid being touched
broke established stereotypes
by the song's lyrics.
with an intelligent and The same can be said about the
thought-provoking brand of wistful and melancholy "Let's
funk/reggae/rap.
Be Hippies" where the singer
Although· the band has now wants to block out the pain of
gone their separate ways, the today's reality with a little dose
musical experimentation that of an over-romanticized image
defined them remains alive in of yesterday.
the new self-titled solo release
When he was a member of
by the band's leader, Speech. Arrested Development, Speech
The album follows up on the used Sly and the Family
best points of Arrested Stone's "Everyday People" as
Development
while
still the foundation on which to
allowing
Speech
new build his pwn work. Here he
directions in which to expand does the same thing with
his musical repertoire.
Marvin Gaye's "What's Going
Speech's social conscience On," but unlike many rap
that was so prevalent in artists who sample from older
Arrested Development has not artists while neither crediting
deserted him here as songs like nor staying true to the original
"ksk Somebody Who Ain't (If artist's vision, Speech uses the
You Think the System's older songs as unfinished

teachings and attempts to
update their message for
today's world. On "Like
Marvin Gaye Said (What's
Going On)," he proves
successful.
Speech can also get soft and
sweet and on songs like "Filled
With Real" he shows he can
wax romantic with the best of
them. "Hopelessly" is a song
about unwavering love for
someone (or something) and
the hope that the love is being
returned.
Speech also comes out with
some of the most hard-core rap
he has ever delivered on "Can
U Hear Me." On that song and
"Why U Gotta Be Like Dat"
Speech is paired with partner
Papa Jon, and the results more
than justify the effort as their
delivery styles mesh perfectly.
Whether he opts to use the
rap, reggae, funk or rock
forum, Speech proves himself
to.. be both articulate and
intelligent as well as someone
who has a keen sense of where
music has been in the past and
where he'd like to take it in the
future.
It is with innovators like this
that the history of music is
written.

UNIVERSTIY CHRONICLE
On-campus Arts Calendar,
Feb,2, 1996

THEATER······· MUSIC·········
"The Importance of
Being
Earnest"/
"Travesties."
Bp.m., Feb. 7-16, PAC
Center Stage. "Earnest"
opens Feb. 7 and will
alternate each night with
'7ravesties."
"Earnest," written by
Oscar Wilde, is a
comedic account of
mistaken identities and is
a parody of Victorian
England morality.
"Travesties" is a farce
told by an aging British
diplomat,
who
reminisces about such
things as trench warfare
and his performance in a
production
of
"The
Importance of Being
Earnest."
Admission: Tickets
are available at the PAC
box office, and are $4 for
adults, $2 for seniors and
non-SGS students and
free with a valid SGS ID.

"Noice Theatre." SCSU
Percussion Collective.
8 p.m., Feb. 6, Ritsche
Auditorium.
A
musical
and
theatrical
program
making use of the new
facilities
of
the
refurbished auditorium.
The program features
the Mallet .Ensemble,
Percussion Ensemble
and the World Drumming
group. The audience will
be invited to participate
in a Brazillian street
samba at the conclusion
of the program.
The performance will
be broadcast live on
KVSC-88.1 FM.
Admission: Free.
• ••• • •• • •• • • • • • • • •• • •
Note:
To receive or submit
information about campus
events, contact:
Eric Hedlund
Diversions editor:
255-4086

Latin Lesson cf the Day:

Tanta stultitia mortalium est.
(What f<rls these mortals be.)
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Budget:
from Page 1 - - - Other elements of the
budget proposal will not be
made public until the campuswide meeting Wednesday, he
said.
"We have a process of
consultation that we go
through that involves all the
bargaining units and the
Student Government, and we
want to be faithful to give
them time to digest and
discuss with their members
before wider distribution,"
Gilchrist said. Other elements
of the proposal will be known
campus-wide at this time.
The proposal is fairly
extensive and will probably be
available at the campus-wide
meeting, Simpson said. Input
after the Wednesday meeting
wi ll be done on an officc-byoffice and case-by-case basis
before the plan is finalized,
Simpson said.
Consultations about the
budget and prol)osals will
continue until the end of
Februal)', and final decisions
based on feedback will be
made by that time, he said.
The plan will be implemented
in March, he said.

Still Deciding?

·~
ATWOOD
OUTINGS

ATWOOD
RE C REATION
CENTER

Winter Week

Pinball

G..il!..I.li!

knows how to
make Winter
more fun!

February 4-10
High score at
the end of the
week on 1 of
our pinball
games WINS ...
$40 gift
cerificate at

SJ:aoUDTECHNICAL

COLLEGE
We rent

•skis
•snowshoes
• sleds
See us in
Atwood 137
orcoll 3772

Mr. Jim's in Foley

Even
EZ-er
than
1040EZ.

Just a short drive east of
St. Cloud on Hwy #23
Info: 968-7543

~
lntroducingTeleFile
from the IRS. If you
are ~ ngleand filed
For~ I040EZlas1rear,

yo11canfileyo11r1ax
phone.An~·time.

for information

eieTeleFile
h"> fr~, . II', fast. II work,

~ =~~~
ChangingforgoQd.

ADA Accessible l'acilicy Affimwin ,\a:loAIEqual t;)ppO<O.lllit)' Eduai:o, &ad E!mployct

• ice skates

SCS Bookstore!!!

b)'

612-654°5089

Contest

For more information
call 3773
Eligibility limit of one
cas h certificate per

Check,ourtax booklet

For Career Information
Call

This is re.:il!l' t~
o.-.ll' pl.:ice lo do

-fir:a!;::~t~i
oviP.:i.-..:i,vi.:iCil):'
Beach. Right .-.ext
door to f-larpoovi
t-l.:irrl''s Qrid ,
+-looter's, avid davi-

sr,~;~:kZrc~~:tctb
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Director: scs search narrows from Page 1 - - <fesigr<rte
q

<lirver.

ENTERTAINER AUDITIONS
This summer, qet paid to have fun!
Valleyfair Family Amusement Park is looking for 64
singer/ dancers, instrumentalists. body characters
and sound/light technicians for its 1996 season.
Audition at any of the following sites:
Feb. 9:
Univ. of Wisc. - Eau Claire, WI
Fel,, 10: Univ. of Wisc. - La Crosse, WI
Feb. 11:
Univ. of Wisc. - St evens Point, WI
Feb. 13: Gustavus Adolphus College - St. Peter, MN
Fel:,. 15: Univ. of Minn. - Minneapolis, MN
Feb, 17:
Hamline Univ. - St. Paul. MN

• Kurtz has been the i'.nen's
athletic director at SCS since
1984. In that time, he has
helped to oversee the mo~e to
NCAA Division I status in
men's hockey and last year's
passage
of an
athletic
referendum which charges
students more per quarters in
activity fees, but allows them
free admiltance into Huskies
sporting events.
Be.(ore coming to SCS,
Kurtz served as the associate
athletic director at Memphis
State University from 1979-84.
Kurtz said he wanted to
reserve comment on the search
until it was over, but said he
was grateful he is being
considered.
"I'm delighted tO be selected
as a fi~alist and other than that
I am withholding comment at
the present time," Kurtz said.
"I feel the process needs to run
its course."
Belts has been the senior
associate director of athletics at

MIT since I 976 and also
serves as an associate professor
of physical education at the
school. In addition to serving
as the executive director of the
NACWAA she also serves on
the board of directors for USA
Gymnastics and the Women's
Basketball Hall of Fa"me.
Davidson
is
currently
serving in a six-month interim
position at the University of
Minnesota as senior associate
director of athletics. Prior to
her current position Davidson
was in charge of management
of intercollegiate athletics and
intramural and recreational
athletics
at
CenJral
Connecticut State where she
worked from 1988-95. Prior to
that, she was the head coach
for women's field hockey at
the University of Iowa where
her team won the NCAA
Division I national title in
1986.
"I bring an awful lot of
experience in leading other

13.

Bird said the committee will
then review its comment sheets
and make a recommendation to
SCS President Bruce Grube by
March I. Grube will then make
the final decision.

"The Shadow knows"

Calll,acks for Singer/Dancers:
Fel,. 18:

athletic programs," D<lvidson
said. "The program at SCS is
very similar to programs I've
worked at. The program is
looking for leadership and I
feel I can provide it."
Davidson said she hopes to
continue to foster community
support for the SCS athletic
department if she is hired for
the job.
"There are a number of ways
to reach out to the community
and I hope to build a broad
base of community support,"
Davidson said.
Interviews are scheduled to
be held over the next few
weeks with Davidson's being
scheduled for Monday, Kurtz's
taking place on Feb. 12 and
Betts arriving on campus Feb.

Hamline Univ. - S t. Paul. MN

Call Live Shows at (612) 496-5341 or 1-8:00-FUN-RIDE

Only six more weeks
until winter!

for audition requirements and times.

VaLLeyfalf-0
Shakopee, Miririesota

UPBpre.<Hds

Halenbeck Apartments

Hypnotist
John Ivan Palmer

Now renting summer and fall,'96!
Pick o~t your own large private room in our
beaut1fuf two-bath apartments housing up to
four people at Fifth Ave., 11th St. S..

k~~:cr~~~rb~~il~~

:
• available storage space
• on-site coin laundry
• off-street parking

~iC§~~~:~~~i~&

:
next door
• U pik-kwik next door
• quiet & well-managed
• no application fee

Nine & 12 month leases are available
as monthly or quarterly payment plans
• $549/person/quarter
• $183/person/12 months

9Hlghqual/tylH>lel•for7Q'"fnlc,l,ta.
90pllona/R/Tmotor<:<>ach.
~•.,.._..,,

: ~: ,:;;;:.::!-:.~m.- \!~~:t~
: :~::::':.~a;:::;:.:. in:~•
Far Information & Reservations:

Melanie 654-9806
Julie 202-0244

The Financial Services You Want ...

On-Campus Checking
and Savings
Performing at the Quarry
8 p.m.; Tues. February 6
Free with SCS i.d., $3 public
tickets available at AMC 118

.xi1f1 Ivan. Eb Im.er is_ renowned as the wcrld'sfastest hyp-

nctist. Using his Voice and nonVerlxil suggestions heron
hypnctize as 100'1!.Y as 30 pecple in less tkm a minute.
During 'Elesd:JyS show. Eb/mer 100y also show gfhis pho-.
togrophic memay and ESP s/dlls

For more information call 255-2205
Ml)~~~

1%

•
•
•
•
•

High-yield Savings
No-frills Checking
First 50 Checks Free
Optional ATM Card
Low Overdraft Fees

Loans Designed with
Students in Mind
• Used Automobiles
•Computers
• Debt Consolidation
• Tuition
• Travel

Available at your Student Finance Headquarters ...

The MSUSA Federal Credit Union
Located in Atwood Center Al52. Open 9:30 to 3:30, M-F. Phone 654-5474

0Classifieds wi ll not be accepted over the phone.
• Classifieds price: five words a line, $1 a line. Six words constitutes two lines, costing $2.
• Notices are free and run only if space allows.
Deadli~~s: Friday at noon for Tuesday's edition and Tuesday at noon for Friday's edition.

Po.I icies
_ _ _...__ _ _ _ _ __.

• ClassL11ed ads can be purchased by visi! ing Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are just inside the door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
• Call University Chronicle at 255-2164 9 a.rn. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday for more information.

[Jffilfl11t,]ltilaa
. . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ - • • ■■■■■■,■-

'96 -'97 SCHOOL
YEAR. 57 locations.
One-bdrm. to four-bdrm.

apts. Two-bdrm. to
eleven-bdrm. houses.
Great locations. Wellmaintained. Dan , 2559163.
'96·'97 SCHOOL
VEAR. One and twobdrm. apts. SE l(!Cation on
busline. Nine month
leases, $'360-$400.
Twelve month leases,
$320-$360. Free parking.
Dan, 255-9163.
#1 IN ST. CLOUD.
Many properties to choose
from! One-bdrm. *
$250/mo. Two-bdrm.
$270/mo. Three-bdrm. *
$360/mo. Four-bdrm.
$320/mo. Many amenities
included! Going fast. Call
now! Northern
Managerryent, 255-9262.
$200-$21 0 ... Single .
rooms. Individual lease in
a four-bdrm. apt. All
utilities with basic cable
included thfu summer!
West Campus II Apts.
255-9262.
$285/MO . Two-bdrm.
apts, summer. University
and Southview apts.
Large, reasonable for fall.
Riverside Property, 2518284.
APT. ROOMS available.
Men/women. Special rates
for spring quarter. Cable
paid. Select Properties,
253-1154.

APT. FOR BLDG . MGR .
Position open June 1 thru
spring quarter '96 at the
most attractive bldg.
across from campus. Avg.
1 0 hrs/wk. Competitive
hrly. wages, no need to
work off campus. You
would share one of our
four-bdrm. apts. with yoUr
friends & be responsible to
oversee a quiet and
pleasant bldg. with the
reputation of being the
most meticulously cleaned
bldg. on campus. Position
demands an assertive,
diligent, organized, honest
& self-starting individual
_
t hat fo~ows on directives
and is in town most

weekends. Open to a man
or woman. Call Mark at
240-0234.
APTS. NEAR CAMPUS.
Available now and next
school year, 654-6535.
AVAILABLE .SUMMER
and fall. Apts. and houses.
Riverside, 251-8284 or
251-9418.
BEST DEAL on Fifth Ave.
Private rooms, two bath
apts, quiet, well-managed
bldg. Specialize in
matching people to share
apts. 259-0977.
BRIDGEPORT. Three and
four-bdrm. units across
from Halenbeck Hall. 1
1/2 b~ths, dishwashers,
microwaves, parking,
security. Heat paid.
Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
CAMPUS EAST. Large
four-bdrm. units with two
full baths. Extra storage
closets, dishwashers,
microwaves, garages,
security. Heat paid.
Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
CENTER SQUARE. Fourbdrm. apts. Renting
spring, summer & fall.
Heat included. A/C,
microwave , laundry. Close
to campus, 253-1320.
CHARLAMAINE APTS .
1996 summer & fall best
choice! Across from SCS!
Attractive, clean, quiet,
well-cared for building
with classic design.
Practically priced & more
perks like sun decks ,
whirlpool spa, reserved
heated parking,
dishwasher, microwaves.
Tour us 8/4 U make your
choice! Call 240-0234 to
take a look & more info.
CHEAP RENT, quality
building and location.
Immediate opportunity
across froJll U-Pik-Quik .
Heavily discounted ren t
thru May ; Details? 2590977.
COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
Private rooms, four
bathrooms, close t 0 SCS.
Dishwasher , microwave,
heat paid. Call 251-8284.

COLLE'GEVIEW. Fourbdrm. near SCS. Spacious,
heat paid, dishwasher,
mi c rowave , airconditioning. $199 fall,
$99 summer. Riverside
Property. Call 251-8284
or 251-9418.
·
EFFICIENCY AND one,
two , three and, four-bdrm.
apts. Close to downtown.
Also houses, many extras.
Riverside Property. Call
251-8284 or 251-9418.
FEMALE SUBLEASER
wanted. Beautiful, private
room in house near campus.
$185/mo. Please call
253-4385.
FEMALE TO SHARE
house. Private room.
$195. Utilities included.
Close to SCS, 251-8564.
FEMALE SUBLEASER to
share four-bdrm apt. One
block from campus,
security entry, two
showers, free heat,
microwave, dishwasher,
laundry, free garage . • Rent
discounted to $170. Call
Jenny, 251-2531.
Available March 1.
FEMALES: HOME with
private rooms. Avail. now!
Close to campus. All
utilities paid. $195 and up.
Call SM&M, 253-1100.
FOR RENT. Newly
remodelecl house , fivebdrms, one block from
campus, lots of parking,
wo·men preferred . 5319158 or (BOD) 294-7839,
Mark.
HOUSE. Newly
remodeled. Five large
bdrms. Two baths, free
parking, utiliti es paid,
w/d, quiet atmosphere.
$250, summer $110. Dan,
253-8288.
"'
HOUSES . Wellmaintained and prof.
managed. Great locations
for '96-'97 school year.
Responsible and respectful
students only. Dan, 2559163 or George, 2522052.
HOUSES '96-'97 school
year. 33 houses. Twobdrm to eleven-bdrm.

Respectful and responsible
students only. Dan , 2559163.
HOUSING '96·- ' 97. For
. the most complete
selection of student housing
call Dan or George at 2559163 or 252-2052.
IMMEOIATELY .
Sgls/dbls. One and twobdrm. apts. near campus
and SE locations. Dan,
255-9163.
LARGE SINGLE room
with private bathroom and
A/C for the older student.
Utilities included. 706-6th
Ave. S. 252-9226.
MALE SUBLEA.S ER
needed: Charlamaine apts.
across from Halenbeck!
$199/mo. First months
utilities paid!! Call Jeff at
253-9450. Deal ends
soon!!
MEN AND WOMEN to
share four-bdi"m. apts.
Available now and spring.
Heat paid, dishwasher,
campus close. 251-6005.
METROVIEW APTS .
Three-bdrms, close to
SCS, decks, microwaves,
heat paid, air conditioning.
Riverside, 251-9418 or
251-8284.
NORTH CAMPUS. One,
three and four-bdrm. units
with decks ctose to
campus. 1 1/4 ·baths,
dishwashers, microwaves,
garages, security. Heat
paid. Results Prop erty
Management, 253-091 0.
OLYMPIC II. Three and
four-bdrm. units close to
hockey center. Two full
baths, dishwashers ,
microwaves, garages,
security. Heat paid .
Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
ONE OR TWO femal e
subleasers ne'e ded spring
quarter. Four-bdrm . apt.
$215. For more info. call
Kim, 654-8924.
oNE ROOM efficiency
available imrriediately and
for fall. Clean, quiet
building. In cludes utilities
and cable. 259-9434.

ONE-FOUR-bdrm. apts.
Eff. $199-$260. Offstreet parking, $15. 2594841.
ONE , TWO , THREE and
four-bdrm. apts. Close to
SCS, heat paid. Riverside
Property, 251-8284 or
251-9418.
PRIVATE ROOMS for
men ~nd women near
Heat paid, newer apts,
intercom entries, EPM.
251-6005.

·scs.

PRIVATE ROOMS in
four-bdrm. apts. close to
campus for summer and
fall. . Includes heat,
dishwasher , microwave ,
A/C, mini-blinds, laundry.
Yearly rates available.
Campus Quarters, 575-7th
St. S. 252-9226.
RAVINE APTS. Fall
1996. 253- 7116.

ROOMMATE WANTED.
No n-sm oki ng , non-drinking,
quiet, studious female
seeks sa me for apt. '96'97 school year. Cathy,
240-1377.
ROOMS FOR MALE
students. $170/mo. Alt
1..1tilities paid. Four blocks
to SCS. Call 251-5246.
STATEVIEW . Large
four-bdrm. units near
campus. 1 1/2 baths,
dishwashers, microwave s,
parking, security, heat
paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
SUBLEASERS.
Sgls/dbls. One and twobdrm. apts. Eleven-bdrm.
house. Dan, 255-9163.
SUBLET DISCOUNTS
now and spring for men and
women in four-bdrm . apts.
Heat paid, dishwashers,
EPM . 251-6005.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
Three and "four-bdrm. units
close to SCS.
Dishwashers, micros and
heat paid. Results
Property Management,
253 -0910.
SUMMER. One to fourbdrm. apts. Many houses.
Great locations. Dan , 2559163.
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SUMMER AND FALL
'96-'97 schoo l year.
Two, four and five-bdrm.
apts. $230-$269 . .Call
259-9283 or 252-6697.
TWO-BDRM. APTS.
totally remodeled. Close
to campus . Cable and
parking free. Select
Properties, 253 -11'54.
TWO-BDRM. APT.
available March 1. Must
see!! Free cable, heat,
parking, many extras!
Southside, near SGS. Call
253-8773.

GRANTS AND
SCHOLARSHIPS are
available. Billions of
dollars in grants. Qualify
immediately , (800) 2432435 (800-AID-2-HELP).
PREGNANT? Free
pregnancy testing at the
St. Cloud Crisis Pregnancy
Center. Call (612) 253·
1962 24 hrs/day. 400
East St. Germain St, Suite
205, St. Cloud.

TWO-BDRM . APTS. in
nice four-plex by
Halenbeck Hall, 251-8941.

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND.
!!! You can afford us !!l
Surf Motel & Boomerang
Billy's Beach Bar are
locate~ on the beach . .All bf
our rooms are $95 plus
tax/night for 'two people.
Extra person charge is only
$10/person/night. Call us
now (800) 723-6519.
Mention ad for special
bonus!
·

TWO-BDRM. APTS .
Close to SGS. Two, three
or four persons. Airconditioning. Riverside
Property, 251-8284 or
251-9418.

SPRING BREAk Mazatlan
from $399. Air/seven
nights hotel/free nightly
beer parties/discounts.
(800) 366-4786.
http://www.mazexp.com

UNIVERSITY NORTH.
Two, three and four-bdrm.
Heat paid, decks,
dishwashers. Riverside
Property, 251-8284 or
251-9418.

SPRING BREAKS
"Hottest Trips. Cancun,
South Padre Island and
Belize. (800) 328-7513.
http://www. studentadvtra
v.com Free food & drink
package for early sign-ups.

TWO LARGE bdrms. in
duplex by Halenbeck Hall.
Call 251-8941.

UNIVERSITY WEST II.
Large four-bdrm. units
with spacious closets,
parking, garage"s, security.
Heat paid. Results
Property Management,
253-091 o.
WINDSOR WEST. Fourbdrm. units with bi-levels,
dishwashers, microwaves,
parking, security. Heat
paid. Results Property
Management, 25~-0910.
WOMEN. Share house,
fall $175-$225. Laundry ,
parking, keyed rooms,
walking distance . Hillary,
656-071'9.

BUY 2, GET 1 tow ticket
free: Hill Billy Hi l ls snow
tubing in St. Joe is now
open with "mild t o wild"
hills and t ow ropes to get
back to the top. Private
parties are also availabl e.
Call Hil l Billy Hills for
more info. 363-7797.
FREE FINANCIAL aid!
O.ver $6 billi on in public
and private sector grants
& schola rships are now
available. All students are
eligible regardless of
grades, income, or
parent's income. Let us
help. Call Student Financial
Services, (800) 2.63-6495
ext. F56812 .

gymnastics, english,
riding, lifeguard , WSI,
water skiing, sailing,
windsurfing, fitness,
archery, mt. biking,
pioneering, rockclimbing,
ropes, dance , piano
accompanist, dramatiCs,
ceramics, jewelry,
woodshop, photography,
radio, nature, AN's, chefs
and fo od service. Arlene
(800) 443-6428 or (516)
433-8033.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT.
Students needed! Fishing
industry. Earn up fo
$3,000-$6,000+ per
month. Rooni and board!
Transportation! Ma:le or
female. No experience
necessary. Call (206)
971-3510 ext. A56811.
CRUISE SHIPS now
hiring. Earn up to
$2,000+/month wor1<ing
on cruise ships or landtour companies. World
travel. Seasonal & fulltime employment available.
No experience necessary.
For more information call
(206) 971-3550 ext.
C56812.
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TOM'S BARBERSHOP,
formerly Chuck's
Barbershop·. Two bar6ers,
all cuts. Walk-ins. 251 7270, 9 Wilson SE. Special
on Weds. for ROTC and
Guard Headquarters and all
other students, $5. All
other weekdays, $6.

*EXTRA INCOME '96*
Earn $200-$500 weekly
mailing travel brochures.
For more information send
a self-addressed envelope
to: C.C.L. Travel , P.O. Box
6_12290, Miam~, FL 33261.
FINANCE COMPANV has
flexible part-time positions
open in the credit
department for evening
hours. BilingualEnglish/Spanish encouraged
to apply: Preferred
Credit, Inc, Norwest
' Center, 400 .1 st St. S,
Suite 285A, St. Cloud.

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHERS,
professional and courteous,
_ IN COLLEGE and need
will work with you to
money? You can make a
determine a shooting
full-time income on a partschedule that will fit your
time
basis. Call (800)
wedding day plans.
920-3652 or 267-4267.
Specializing in candids
If no answer, please leave
before, during and after
message.
the ceremony. You retain
the negatives! Two
NATIONAL PARKS
photographers to make
hiring. Positions are now
sure that every angle gets
ava ilable at national parks,
covered. Very reaso nabl e
fores ts & wildlife
packages. Fo r more
p reserves. Excellent
information call Paul at
benefits + bonuses! Call
654-8501 .
(206) 971-3620 ext.
,
N56811.

..

$1,750 WEEKLY
possible mailing our
circulars. For info. call
(301) 306-1207.
500 SUMMER CAMP
opportunities in NY, PA,
New England. Choose fr om
over 40 camps.
Instructors needed:
Tennis, baseball, hockey,
rollerblade , soccer,
lacrosse , softball ,
volleyball, basketball, PE
majors, education majors,

SELECTIVELY LOOKING
for entreprenuers who
want opportun ity for
growth. Serious income
potential. Call (800) 3058983 Card no. 58975997 - 06.
SUMMER JOBS. All
land /wa ter sports .
Prestigous children's
camps. Adirondack
Mountains nea~ Lake
Placid, (800) 786-8373.

WHAT'S HOLDING YOU
BACK? We are looking

for an Oi.Jtgoing,
enthusiastic individual like
yourself. If you are willing
to learn, we are willing to
give you the training
necessary to be successful
in the business world.
Apply in person or call us
at 252-4361. Tradehome
Shoes, Crossroads •
Shopping Center.

GARNET HEART EURO
earrings, $29. Jewelry
never wilts. Metals Guild
between MC's and Mexican
Village ."

FREE LEONARD
PELTIER! At noon Feb. 6.
Rally at Federal Building.
JESUS AND SATAN are
pretend. In Christianity,
Islam, etc. infinite torture
is love. Love is hate and .
hate is love. So they love
to hate and hate to love.
Those religions which treat
atheists as non-persons
and which do not treat
atheists with common
decency are immoral.
Some re ligions vilify
atheists then expect
atheists to respect that
reliQion's beliefs. The
most hate filled religions
last the longest and acquire
the most members. That
is, the most immoral
religions last the longest
and acquire the ffiost
members. Hate is power.
Skeptically question
everything with
unassailable honesty and
courage. Atheism is true.

~ M i iUi
CAMPUS ALCOHOLICS
Anonymous meeting needs
your help . If yo u are a
recovering alcoholic and
would like to see this group
rev ived cal l JoAnne at
255-4850.
JUST SAY NO to Bill
Clinton! Join th e College
Republi cans at 10 a.m .
Tu esdays in the Sauk Room.
See you there!
AMERICAN MARKETING
Association. "Bui ld ing
experience for tomorrow."
All majors welcome . Join
us on Wednesdays at noon
and 5 p .m. in Stewart Hall,
Roo m 308.
JOIN ECO, th e
Environmental Crisis
Organization. Meetings at
5 p.m. every Tuesday in
the Mississippi Room,
Atwood. Recycle this
issue, it's free.
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INTERESTED in joining a
fraternity? Call 253s
9755.
.

NONTRADITIONAL
Student Support Group.
Are you married, parent,
veteran, o lder than 23?
Meet othe rs , share
experience·s . Meets 11
a.m. eve ry Wednesday in
Stewart Hall 103. Co.ntact
Sh611y, 255-3171.
INFO. MEETINGS for
England study abroad
program at 4:30 p.m. to
5:30 p.m . Feb. 2 and 6 in
the Watab Room, Atwood.
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Student Society (PRSSA)
provides opportunities for
students of all majors.
Meets at 5 p.m . Tuesdays
in SH120. For more info .
call Erin at 240-8733.
FIRST NATIONS meets
at 4 p .m . every
Wednesday . .All students
welcome. Contact
American Indian Center for
more info.

LG BT ACTIVIST
meetings ,are at 1 p.m.
Mondays in Women's
Center basement. Please
feel welcome to attend if
you're concerned with
lesbian 'gay bisexual
transgender rights and
community.
INTERESTED IN
photography? Come join
the SCS photo club. Meets
at 1 p.m : Wednesdays in
the Mississippi Room,
-Atwood.
ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB:
Meets at noon on·
Wednesdays, SH214. All
students welcome. Bring ·
ideas. Future events:
Speakers , trips and
museums. Call 240-0680.
CHRISTIAN STUDENTS
Fellowship will be meeting
at 3 p.m . to 4 p .m. every
Thursday in the St. Croix
Room , Atwood . Everyone
welcome at this biblical
exploration o f
contemporary issue s:
BLOOD DONORS urgently
needed! Red Cross
Bloodmob il e is at 1204
South 7t h St. It's there
from 9 a.m. t o 2 p.m.
every Friday. Phone 2517641. Walk- ins welcome!
UTVS TELEVI SION is
looking for dedi cated
members , Al l majors
welcome. Visit us in
Stewart Hall 22 or call
255-4111 for mo re
information.
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